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Ohio

Con£ erence foe
knocks Streaks

out .o f playoffs
Mount Union romps]CU,59-7
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor

The day was gloomy in more ways than
one for John Carroll University in Alliance,
Ohio, Saturday. Under a gray, overcast sky,
with fog rolling in, Mount Union blasted
JCU,59-7, in thequarterfinalsof the NCAA
Division Ill Football Championships.
The Blue Streaks completed the season
with a 10-2 record wi th both defeats comingat the hands of Mount's Purple Raiders,
who also beatJCU, 42-l4,in0ctober. Mount,
the number one ranked team in Division
Ill, will host Simpson (lowa) Saturday with
t he winner earning a trip to Salem, Va., for
the Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl Dec. 13.
"We faced one heck of a football team,"
JCU Head Coach Tony DeCarlo said. "ltjust
didn't seem like we could do a whole lot of

th ings right."
Mount, on the other hand , did everything right, dominating every facet of the
game. On the day, the Purple Raiders racked
up 601 total yards, 312 of which came on
theground ,and 32 first downs. Senior Marc
Lantos led the ground attack with 155 yards
on 20 carries while junior Ryan Gorius
pitched in 91 yards on 16 attempts
Th rough th e air, senior Bill Borchert
completed 18-of-26 passes for 278 yards and
a pair of touchdowns. Four Purple Raider
receivers caught at least three passes, led by
senior Brian Tyla, who caught six for 108
yards and a touchdown.
Mount, as it did in the first meeting between the t woteams, received excellent field
posi1io0 in Jl 1"QiHPf1°nt 00
1

see MOUNT, page 7

Carroll Christmas Eve
celebrates 30 years

Instead of shopping for just friends and family, John Carroll
student Teresa Romano can provide some Christmas cheer to
those less fortunate by taking an ornament from The Giving
Tree.

The tree that keeps

Clare Taft
Assistant News Editor

John Carroll University will be transformed into a Christmas wonderland this
Saturday as the 30th Annual Christmas
Carroll Eve will be held beginning at 8 p.m.
Although there may not be snow on the
ground to complete the wintery inspired
events, the annual evening provides events
to bring residents a bit of Christmas spirit
before those impending finals.
"If you're looking to relax and set your
mind a tease, this is something togo to," said
Frank Feola,john Carroll senior and president of the Residence Hall Association.
Christmas Carroll Eve begins with a
Christmas concert featuring the john
Carroll University Concert Band. The concert will feature traditional Christmas music, and w11l be held in Kulas Auditorium at
8p.m.
At LO:l5 p.m. there will be a Christmas
Address and ceremony to light the Christmas tree on Rodman Hall Terrace, in front
of Rodman Hall.
This will be followed by something for
the more musically inclined student. You
can lend your voice to a round of Christmas
caroling around the quad.
There will be a community massatGesu
Church at ll p.m.
For all students with a program from
the night's festivities, there will be a breakfast in Schott Dining HJ.ll at midnight. A
program from either the Concert or Mass
during Christmas Carroll Eve is required
for admittance to the breakfast.
"People should come out and support
the groups on cam pus who worked hard to
make this campus and event look good,"
Feola said.
"The students have a hand in this as

on giving
Clare Taft
Assistant News Editor

Members of the Pi Alpha Chi
fraternity hang garland around the
university's campus this week in
preparation for the weekend's Carroll
Christmas Eve.

compared to other events this large."
Feola said that Lisa Heckman, director
of student activities, and the rest of the
office of student activities, played a large
role in organizing the event.
Christmas Carroll Eve is sponsored by
the office of student activities, the Residence Hall Association and the fraternity
of Pi Alpha Chi.
"It's just a fun evening," Feola said.

Giving, not receiving, is what Christmas is about. So is the john Carroll University Giving Tree.
The Giving Tree, sponsored by the
Student Union, is an opportunity for students to give Christmas gifts to those
less fortunate, with a focus on children
and the elder! y.
Until Dec.ll,studentscan take ornaments from the tree, which bear the
names of individuals who will receive
the gifts.
Kate Robinson, john Carroll semor
and Giving Tree Chairperson, said that
various groups of needy people will benefit from the generosity of john Carroll
students.
Included in the groups to benefit are
children from a migrant farm in
Immokalee, Florida and from Family
Transitional Housing m Cleveland, as
well as elderly people at Metro Health
Med1cal Center in Cleveland.
Over Christmas break, several JCU
students will travel to Immokalee, Fla.
for at least one week to personally deliver gifts to the children.
Robinson , who has been involved
with the Giving Tree for the past three
years, said that "There are over one hundred ornaments on the tree."
"About60ornaments will include the
names of children from Family Transi-

tiona! Housing, another 45 will include
the elderly at Metro, and 45 ornaments
areforthechildren in Florida," Robinson
added.
Each year, nearly 200 hundred john
Carroll students participate in the Giving Tree by purchasing gifts.
"lf anyone needs an ornament, a nd
there are not any left, you can buy art
supplies, magazines or videos for the elderly," Robinson sa1d.
"These are items that they always
need and will be greatly appreciated,"
Robinson said.
The gifts needed forthechildren who
range in age from five to 14 years, are
board games, art supplies and sports
equipment.
The gifts for children should not encompass vwlent themes, such as action
figures or weapons. Instead, gifts that
foster education are preferred.
The Giving Tree is located in the rear
of St. Francis Chapel. Students giving
gifts can place them by the G1ving Tree
before 8 p.m on Dec. 1I, butt hey should
not be wrapped
Volunteers and members of the Student Union will wrap the gifts so that
those receiving the gifts get a gift at
roughly the same monetary value.
Jeff Becherer, Student Union director
of internal affairs, said that people willing to wrap the giftsshouid come to the
Student Umon office at 8 p.m. on Dec. ll.
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News Briefs
Alife lesson
Discrimination qn the basis of race, ethnicity, and gender is
inherent in society, but it does not have to be. This is the message a
works~op enntled "Celebrating Diversity Through Prejudice Reduction" to ta,ke pl!lce from 9 am. ro 4:30p.m. Saturday will try to
convey to participants. The workshop, inJCU'sjardine Room, is·
designed LO demonstrate ways to eliminate prejudice and promote
the celebration of diversity.
Participants will take a closer look into their own beliefs at the
workshop as well as learn the personal impact of specific incidents
of discrimination. For example, participants will learn how to
interrupt prejudicial jokes, remarks, and slurs, and how ro identify
and express pridl! in the group to which they belong. The cost of
the workshop is $10. For further details, contact the office of
multicultural affairs at 397-4185.

Cl~veland's longest running job

fa1r welcomes college stuaents
Megan Hetman
Staff Reporter
ln the past, job seekers have
sent resumes by mail to potential employers and played the
waiting game.
Now, there is no need to wait
around for potential job offers
when there are outlets such as
The job Expo.
The job Expo, Cleveland's
longest runningjob fair, is com·
ing to the Cleveland Conventlon Cenrer's Public Hall on
Wednesday, Dec. 17 from I to 6
p.m.
Here, college graduates or
soon-to-be college graduates
can showcase their skills.

~f!~~n=r=es?

Have shopping
The University
Bookstore located in theAtrium is offering I Opercentoff all Christmas merchandise, which is already 20 percent off. The sale is going
on now and runs through Saturday.

In the spirit of living
Operation Warm Up, a drive to collect clothes, blankets, and
money £or Cleveland area residents during the winter months, is
goingon now throughtheendor next week. Various drop-off boxes
are located around campus to facilitate donations. The goal of
Ope radon Warm Up, which is bein~~red by the fraternityof
Alpha Rho Omega", istoatcomodate '300 people inCle~landthis
winter.

Director of Intercollegiate Aft'airs Needed
The Student Union is looking for someone to fill the position of
Director of Intercollegiate Affairs. Anyone interested in filling the
position, can submit a letter of intent to the Student Union.l..ett~rs
are due by Friday, Dec. 5, in the Student Union Office. If you haw
any questions, call the Student Union Office at397-4 230

sponsoring a bus trip to Washington, D.C. on january 22 for the
annual March for Life. The cost for the trip is $15. Those interested in signing up can do so Dec. 8-12 in the DJ. Lombardo
Student Center's Atrium, or frornj~ U·l6 if seats are still
available.

llarvesdn& food and funds

An informational meeting for the Harvest for Hunger campaign will be held on Thursday, Dec. 11 at 7:45 p.m. outside the
Student Union office. Harvest for Hunger is the clty-widefood and
funds drive held annually In March. This i.s the second year JCU is
participating. John Carroll wHl also host me High School Harvest
for Hunger Leadership Training on january 29.-Those interested in
these activities can call Melanie Shakarian at 397-5423.

Newsb,-iefswmpiled by Denise Glaros, News Editor:
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·Anyone that needs to find a
job,especiallyif you want to stay
in Cleveland, should go to this,"
said John Carroll University se·
nior Melissa Reardon.
Attendeescansubrnit resumes,
talk one-on-one with company
representatives, develop valuable
networking contacts, and possibly get an interv iew and/or job
on the spot.
"This would be a great oppor·
tunity for me to get my foot in the
door," said john Carroll senior Bi II
Cervenik.
"It gives you the chance to meet
the people you could work with
and ask questions on the spot,"
Reardon said.

The Greater Cleveland Growth
Associatton, the nation 's larges t
metropolitan chamber of commerce, is hosting the event which
includes over 90 businesses from
the Cleveland area.
Attendees should dress in pro·
fessional attire, bring several copies of their resume,and be prepared
to interview with potential em·
ployers.
The job Expo is now in its 34th
year of attracting college students
and graduates who are looking for
new career opportunities.
Admission to the fair is $3 and
includes an exhib11or guide con·
raining information and hiring re·
quirements on all exhibitors..

New Hispanic Club brings Mariachi
band to campus
lila Quinones
Staff Reporter
As part of the new student
organization, Latin American
Student Association (LASA),
"The ThreeAmigos,"a mar iac hi
band, will be playing in the
Atrium from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The band will be serenading in the cafeter ia from 12:30
to !:30 p.m.
LASA was organized to
"make the presence of Hispanics known on cam pus and to
provide-a support group £or Hispanics already here," said
sophomore NorbertoColon, the
organizer of LASA.
This organization could be a
possible "turning point in getting Latin Americans on cam·
pus," said Ronald Oleksiak, director of multicultural affairs.
"The numbers(of Hispan ics
on cam pus) are to a point where
we can push to higher numbers," Oleksiak said. But LASA
isnotonlyfor Latinos. 'The club

"The club is open to anyone in the
JCU community who wants to
participate. We want the group to be
diversified."
Norberto Colon

is open to anyone in thejCU communitywhowantstoparticipate,"
Colon said. "We want thegroupto
be diversi fi ed."
Some of the goa Is of the orga·
niza tion are to be a cultural group,
a support group, and a community service group, Colon said.
LASA has already had its first
meeting on Nov. 18 in which severalJCU faculty members, incl uding Oleksiak, Mariana Onega, assistant professor of philosophy,
and james Reed, assistant to the
dean for study abroad and profes·

sor of Spanish, attended LO offer
their support of the organization.
The organization , not yet char·
tered , planned its fi rst event with
the help of the office of student
activities and multicultural affairs.
Next on the LASA:S agenda is
participation in Habita t for Humanityon March l4and in Freshmen First Weekend, which takes
place at the end of Aug. 1998.
Anyone interested in joining
LASA is encouraged to attend the
next meeting at 4 p.m. on Dec. 9 in
O'Dea room, number three.

Of saint.ly
proportions
A statue of St.
Ignatius of Loyola
will stand atop this
base on Monday,
v.tlen the donated
granite stature will
be attached. The
full-size statue
depicts a kneeling
St.lgnatius in full
military uniform.
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Online obscenity regulation:
Internet to be safer for children
child advocacygroup,are the leadMeagan Lynch
Wo rld News Editor
ers in announcing new initiatives
The online industry, in an at- that will educate parents on the
tempt to prevent potential govern· use of software that blocks access
ment tntervention, promised to ad ult ·oriented s1 tes.
Much of this software. however,
Monday to promote programs that
would educate parents about has been available for months or
keeping inappropriate Internet even years, and parents have
shown little interest in using it A
sites away from their children.
Online groups held a three-day survey of 750 families by Family
meeting that expanded on prom- PC magazine found that only 26
percem used screening software,
bi:S made last July to President
Clinton, which included provid- most of them because it is built
ing information to parents about Into their Web browsers or offered
obscenity screening and how to by their on line service providers.
highlight Internet sites that are
With the forthcoming promo·
clean enough for children.
"Technology is not a replacemcnt for good parenting," America
Onli ne Chairman Steve Case told
the media. "I th ink tec hnology is a
supplement that gives parents the
tools to make the choices th at they
1hink are appropriate."
Erin O'Donnell
Compute r industry represenStaffReporter
tatives told the media that they
A rare and potentially dan·
hope to avoid the enactme nt of a
gerous virus carried by wild
v·ch ip(controll ing device) for the
Int ernet, and they plan to work on
rodents, called the hantavir us.
vo lunt ary efforts to make the
is cropping up in states across
Internet a safer place for youngthe nation.
sters.
The hantavi rus was seen in
Allentown, Pa. as recent as Nov.
Rath rthanenforcingnew leg16, when a hunter was adm it·
islation that would require the
ted to Lehigh Valley Hospital
computer industry to shield chi!·
with flu-like symptoms that
dren from unsafe lnternetsi tes, the
included high fever, muscle
Clinton administration has told
aches and pains, diarrhea and
the media of their intent ions to
weakness.
encourage voluntary restraints by
The victim also suffered
the online industry.
shortness of breath caused by
The efforts to screen Internet
fluid which bui lt up in his
sites developed out of a White
lun gs. After rulingoutadiag·
House meeting last july in wh1ch
nosisof influcnza.doctors hen
Clmton sa id in a statement to the
turned to the hantav r s ·
media that the voluntary recause the hunter was recently
strai nts "pave the way to a familyin contact with wild animals,
fri endly Interne t without paving
particularly wild rodents.
ove rt he constitutionalguarantees
The disease is believed to be
tof reespeech and fr eeexpression."
transferred through rat or mice
1 he 1996 Comm unic at ion s
feces, urine or sali va. The
Decency Act, designed to keep the
hantavirusisan aerosoliza tion
lm ernet'sobsceneor indecent side
virus in which the actual virus
away from children, was struck
travels through the air in tiny
down last June by the Supreme
particles and the particles are
Co urt. The court ruled that the
inhaled by humans. However,
Ac t, by banning the transmission
inorderforthevirustospread,
of certain sites on the Web, imit is necessary for the feces,
proper! y restricted the free·speec h
urine or saliva to get "stirred
rights of adul ts.
up" and mix with the air.
A new site, smartparent.com,
The first outbreak of the
promoted by an organization that
hantavirus was seen four-a ndincludes Yahoo! lnc. and WebTV,
a-half yearsagoamongNavajo
attempts to aid parents ineducat·
ing themselves and their children
Indians, primarily of the Four
abnut the ha zards of the Internet.
Corners area of the United
States (New Mexico, Arizona,
Grou ps such as Ameri ca
Colorado, and Utah). The New
Onl ine, the Walt Disney Co.'s
online service, Time Warner, MCI
Mexico De pa rtment of Health
and The Ch ildren's Partnership, a

tions of this screening software,
some civil liberties and free·
speech groups are concerned that
it may block out useful, educational material for children.
ln a statement to the media,
David Mendoza, executive direc·
tor of the National Campaign for
Freedom of ExpreSSIOn, an advo·
cacy group against censorship
said, "Pa rents must be truthfully
informed about what these so·
called blocking technologies
would censor from their children,
including a wide range of art istic,
educational, political material."

llantavirus:

Fatal disease caused by rodents
was notified of three unex·
pla ined pulmonary related
deaths in May,l993. When an
investigation was held, it was
also discovered that other
people had died of a disease
with similar symptoms in the
Four Corners area.
S1 rnilar cases have also been
reported in New York , Rhode
Island, West VirgilllaandNorth
Carolina. Thus far, of the l73
reponedcasesin2Bstatessi nce
1993, 78 of the patients died
from the virus.
As of today, there is no
known curefonhe hancavir us.
There is, however,treatmentfor
thepneumoniathatsetsindur·
e nrna y 'fllll ~ [ the
dtse e. However, the body
must defend itself against the
actual virus.
To keep rodents out of the
home, thus preventingaccidental exposure to mice or rat feces, urineor sa li va,doctorssuggest keeping the hom e clean
and all food stored in containers with lids. It is also necessary to seal all ope nings into
the home and clear brush and
grass away from house, wood·
piles and garbage cans.
A!though the hantavirus is
rare, it is necessa ry to take pre·
cautions when dealing with
rodents or rodent-infested ar·
eas. TheCencerforDiseaseOm·
trol in Atlanta has not issued a
nationwide warning of the
hantavirus, but those in con·
tact with rodents should be
ex treme ly careful.
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Bachelor party ends in fatal stabbing
Frank Villella, 26, of Aurora, Ohio, a bridegroom-to-be, was
stabbed to death early Sunday morning during a fight outside a
tavern in the BOO block of E I85th St. while leaving his bachelor
parry. Cleveland Homicide Detective Robert Kuenzel told the
media that theargument may have started over a request by one
of Villella'sf riends for another beer. Five other men were hurt.
The suspect, a 26-year-old Euclid man, is being held in City Jail
without bail He may be charged with aggravated murder and
other relon ies.

Genetic disorder: "fish-odor syndrome•
An uncommon disorder, known as'fish·oclorsyndrome,' has been
identified by sciemists as agenetic defect thal makes people smell
like rotting fish. The disorder lS caused by the body's inability to
produce an effective version of an enzyme called FM03, which is
needed to process a smelly proreincalled trimethylamine,orTMA.
The smell seeps out in a person's breath and perspiration, can lead
to rid icu le,lone liness and depression. No cure Is known for 'fish·
odorsyndrome,'alrhoughtaklngantibiodcscanhelp. Additionally.
people are advised to avoid eating fish from thesea,eggsand liver.

Three teens dead, five hun in shooting
Twoteenswerekilled,:motherisneardeathandfivewere wounded
af tcr a 14-ycar-old freshman opmcd fire Monday on classrooms
conducting an informal prayer service in Kentucky. The
unidentified suspect was arrested and charged as a juvenile with
murder, at tempted murder and burglary. After the sbocxing. the
boy said Tm sorry; Heath High Sc:hool administrators infonned
the media. Sheriff's detectives told the media that, when asked
why he shot his classmates, the boy responded that he did not
know.

ows · · g or anti-gay remarks
TheSupremeO:>urt allowedarulingtostand Monday that said the
free speech rights of a San Francisco human rights commissioner
were not violated when he was fired for anti-gay remarks. Rev.
Eugene Lumpkin was removed from his posirionascommissioner
in 1993afcer he supported violence against homosexuals. Lumpkin
argued that government employees should 110( be fired solely for
public statementsabout personal beliefs. Lumpkinsued.c:!almlng
his rights had been violated.Additionally,hesought toberemstated
and to get compensatory damages. The high court denied his
appeal without any comment.

World Briefs were compiled by Meagan Lynch, World NEws
Editor, with the aid of wire !iOUrces.

MUSIC*DRINXS•DAHCB•POOL
"SPECIALTY DRINKS & SHOTS

"COFFEE & ESPRESSO

CoLLEGE

DentSoeGlaros

ID

NITE

DJ SPINNING THE BEST IN 80's RETRO DANCE
MUSIC AND AU YOUit REQUESTS

Next Week:
To nail the MCAT. ~the sciences Isn't 8f'IOU&h.
You've got tD know the test. /lt.l(aplan we'l teach you both.
Our expert teachers 1'18118 helped more studentll get 1rt1o
medical sctlool1tlan all other MCAT prep courses combined.
So, go v.«h 1he Ieeder. Call today tD enroll.

t:l:ij!:l~l
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1·111·11P·TEIT
There is no second opinion.

A special
Christmas
Carroll News
Check it out
next Thursday.

Long hair gives magical powers?
While the majority of
people might grow their
hair long to co nform to the
la test style or beauty craze,
Hoo Sateow. 85, of Thai·
land ,says h1s l? feet of hai r
kee ps him warm in the
chilly village and gives him
magtcal powers
While you might think
Hoosda1l y beauty regimen
would be extremely h1gh

maintenanced, Hoo, who (ha ha)
has not seen a pair of scissors in
nearly 70 years, washes his hair
only once a year with fabric
cleaner.
When asked what motivated
him to grow his hatr, Hoo replied
m a statement to the medta, 'I cut
it when I was !Sand Igot really ill.
So I decided I'd never do it agam.
Smce then, l"ve been able to call up
ghosts to help heal the stck.'

Due to his status as a medi·
cine man, Hoo's locks will be
cut and removed only when he
isdeadand thevillagewill keep
them as a treasure.
The current recordholder is
an Indian woman, whose locks
proudly span 14 feet.
Hoo's ha1r will be measured
by the Guiness Book of Records
in the coming months.

-Meagan Lynch

$1DJWTS
BWES BAND: WAIJCJNG CANE & THE SKY DoG
JCU LADIES NIGHT-FREE WITH JCU m.
$2 MUG NIGHl'-BUY A MUG roR $2 AND GET $1 REFillS
UNDERGROUND

DANCE

GUESI' D.J.s
NO COVER B-4

llPM
.Al.rERNAnvE RocK: JoHN Roacrr &
THE MaroR fivE, FooNSPEEDERS
REGGAE EVERY SUNDAY
~
RUM DluNI<s $2.00 Au. Nm
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News Briefs
A life lesson
Discrimination on the basis of race, ethnicity, and gender is
inherent in society. but it does not have to be. This is the message a
workshop enmled "Celebrating Diversity Through Prejudice Reduqion" to ta,ke pl!lce from 9a m. to 4:30p.m. Saturday wHl try to
convey to participants. The workshop, inJCU'sjardine Room, is·
designed to demonstrate ways to eliminate prejudice and promote
the celebration of diversity.
Participants will take a closer look into their own beliefs at the
workshop as well as learn the personal impact of specificmcidents
of discrimination. For example, participants will learn how to
interrupt prejudicial jokes, remarks, and slurs, and how to identify
and express pride in the group to which they belong. The cost of
the workshop is $10. For further details, contact the office of
multicultural affairs at 397-4185.

Cl~veland's longest running job

fa1r welcomes college stuaents
Me anHetman
Starr Reporter
In the past, job seekers have
sent resumes by mail to potential employers and played the
Waiting game.
Now, there is no need to wait
around for potennal job offers
when there are outlets such as
The job Expo.
The job Expo, Cleveland's
longest runningjob fair, is coming to the Cleveland Convention Cente r's Public Hall on
Wednesday, Dec. 17 from l to 6
p.m.
Here, college graduates or
soon·to-be college graduates
can showcase their skills.

~f!~~~n=

Have shopping
r:!es? The University
BookslOre located in theAtrium isofferinglOpercentoff all Christmas merchandise, which is already 20percem off. Thesaleisgoing
on now and runs through Saturday.

In the spirit of Riving
Operation Warm Up, a drive to colrect clothes, blankets, and
money £or Cleveland area residents during the winter months, is
goingon nowthroughtheendof next week. Various drop-off boxes
are located around aunpus to £acilitate donations. The goal of
Operat1on Warm Up, which is bein$~red by the fraternity of
Alpha Rho Omega, is to accomoda'te 300 peope in Cle~ this ·
winter.

Director of Intercollegiate Affairs Needed
The Studenc Union is looking for someone to fill the position of
Director of Intercollegiate Affairs. Anyone interested in filling the
position, can submit a letter of intent to the Student Union. Letters
are due by Friday, Dec. 5, in the Student Union Office. If you have
any questions, call the Student Union Office at 397-4230

sponsoring a bus trip to Washington, D.C. on january 22 for the
annual March for Life. The cost for the trip is $15. Those inter·
ested in signing up can do so Dec. 8-12 in the OJ. Lombardo
Student Center's Atrium, or from]4Jl.l2·16if seatsarestUl
available.

Harvestio& food and funds

An informational meeting for the Harvest for Hunger campaign will be held on Thursday, Dec. 11 at 7:45 p.m. outside the
Student Union office. Harvest for Hunger is the city-wide food and
funds drive held annually in March. This is the second year JCU is
participating. John Carroll will also host the High School Harvest
for Hunger Leadership Trainingon]anuary 29.·Those intereSted in
these activities can call Melanie Shakarian at 397-5423.
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"Anyone that needs to find a
job,espec1ally if you want to stay
in Cleveland, should go to this,"
said john Carroll University senior Melissa Reardon.
Anendeescansubmitresumes,
talk one·on·one with company
representati ves,develop valuable
networking contacts, and possibly get an interview and/or job
on the spot.
"This would be a great opportunity for me to get my foot in the
door," said john Carroll senior Bill
Cervenik.
"It gives you the chance to meet
the people you could work with
and ask questions on the spot,"
Reardon said.

New Hispanic Club brings Mariachi
band to campus
lila Quinones
Staff Reporter

As part of the new student
organization, Latin American
Student Association (LASA).
"The Three Am igos," a mariachi
band, will be playing in the
Atrium from ll:30a.m. tol2:30
p.m. The band will beserenad·
ing in the cafeteria from 12:30
to 1:30 p.m.
LASA was organized w
"make the presence of His panics known on campus and to
provideasupportgroupfor Hispanics already here," said
sophomore NorbertoColon, the
organizer of LASA.
This organization could be a
possible "turning point in getting Latin Americans on campus," said Ronald Oleksiak, director of multicultural affairs.
"The numbers(of Hispanics
on cam pus) are lOa point where
we can push to higher num bers," Oleksiak said. But LASA
is not on! yfor Latinos. 'The club

"The club is open to anyone in the

JCU community who wants to
participate. We want the group to be
diversified."
Norberta Colon

is open roan yone in thejCU communitywhowantstoparticipate,"
Colon said. "We want the groupto
be diversified."
Some of the goals of the organization are to be a cultural group,
a support group, and a community service group, Colon said.
LASA has already had its first
meeting on Nov.18 in which several]CU faculty members, including Oleksiak,Mariana Ortega, assistant professor of philosophy,
and james Reed, assistant to the
dean for study abroad and profes-

A statue of St.
Ignatius of Loyola
will stand atop this
base on Monday,
when the donated
granite stature will
be attached. The
full-size statue
depicts a kneeling
St. Ignatius in full
military uniform.

Because the
closest you get to
the ER shouldn't
be the show.

-

1·111·11P· TEll
There is no second opinion.
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Online obscenity regulation:

rid

Internet to be safer for children
Meagan Lynch
World News Editor

The online industry, in an attern pt to prevent potential government intervention, promised
Monday to promote programs that
would educate parents about
keeping In appropriate Internet
sites away from their children.
On line groups held a three-day
meeting that expanded on promb.:s made last july to President
clinton, which included provid·
ing information to parents about
obscenity screen ing and how to
highlight Internet sites that are
clean enough for children.
"Technology is not a replacement for good parenting," America
Online Chairman Steve Case told
the media. "I think technology is a
supplement that gives parents the
tools to make the choices that they
Ihink are appropriate."
Computer industry representatives wld the media that they
hope to avmd the enactment of a
v-chip(controlling device) for the
Int ernet ,and they plan to work on
voluntary efforts to make the
Int ernet a safer place for youngsters.
Rathert han enforcing new legislation that would require the
com purer industry to shield chi!·
dren from unsafe Internet sites, the
Clinton administration has told
the media of their intentions to
encourage voluntary restraints by
the online industry
The effons to screen Internet
sites developed out of a White
!louse meeting last july in which
Cimton said in-a statemenr to the
medta that the voluntary restraints "pave the way to a family[riend ly Internet without paving
over the constitutionalguarantees
tof reespeech and freeexpression ."
l he 1996 Communications
Decency Act,designed to keep the
Internet 'sobsceneor indecent side
away from children, was struck
down last June by the Supreme
Court. The court ruled that the
Act, by banning the transmission
of certain sites on the Web, improperly restricted the free·speech
rights of adul ts.
A new site, smartparent.com,
promoted by an organization that
includes Yahoo! Inc. and WebTV,
attempts to aid parents in educating themselves and their children
abnutthe hazards of the Internet.
Groups such as America
Online, the Walt Disney Co.'s
online service, Time Warner, MCI
and The Children's Partnership, a

child advocacy group, are the leaders in announcing new initiatives
that will educate parents on the
use o[ software that blocks access
to adult-oriented sites.
Much of thissoftware. however,
has been available for months or
even years, and parents have
shown little interest 10 using it. A
survey of 750 families by Family
PC magazine found that only 26
percent used screening software,
most of them because it is built
into their Web browsers or offered
by their online service providers.
With the forthcoming promo-

tions of this screening software,
some civil liberties and free ·
speech groups are concerned t.hat
it may block out useful, cduca·
tiona! material for children.
In a statement to the media,
David Mendoza, executive direc tor of the National Campaign for
Freedom of ExpressiOn, an advocacy group against censorship
said, "Parents must be truthfully
informed about what these so·
called blocking technologies
would censor from their children,
including a wide range of artistic,
educational, political material."

Hantavirus:

Fatal disease caused by rodents
Erin O'Donnell
StaffReporter

A rare and potentially dangerous virus carried by wild
roclents,called thehantavirus,
is cropping up in states across
the nation.
The hantaviruswasseen in
Ailentown,Pa.asrecentasNov.
16, when a hunter was admitted 10 Lehigh Valley Hospital
with flu-like symptoms that
included high fever, muscl e
aches and pains, diarrhea and
weakness.
The victim also suffered
shortness of breath caused by
fluid which built up in his
lungs. After ruling out a diagn i of iniluenza.doctorsthen
turned to the hantavtr s cause the hunter was recently
in contact with wild animals,
particularly wild rodems.
The disease is believed to be
transferred through rat or mice
feces, urine or saliva. The
hantavirusisanaerosolization
virus in which the actual virus
travels through the air in tiny
particles and the particles are
inhaled by humans. However,
in order for the virus to spread,
it is necessary for the feces,
urine or saliva to get "stirred
up" and mix with the air.
The first outbreak of the
hantavirus was seen four-and·
a-halfyearsagoamongNavajo
Indians, primarily of the Four
Corners area of the United
States (New Mexico, Arizona,
Colorado,and Utah). The New
Mexico Department of Health

was notified of three unex plained pulmonary related
deaths in May, 1993. When an
investigation was held, it was
also discovered that other
people had died of a disease
with similar symptoms in the
Four Corners area.
Similar cases have also been
reported in New York, Rhode
Island,West Virginta and North
Carolina. Thus far, of the 173
reportedcasesin28statessince
1993, 78 of the patients died
from the virus.
As of today, there is no
known cureforthe hantavirus.
Thereis,however,treatmemfor
the pneumonia th at sets in dure rima~y \flge~ f the
elise e. However, the body
must defend itself against the
actual virus.
To keep rodents out of the
home, thus preventingaccidental exposure to mice or rat feces,urineorsaliva,doctorssug·
gest keeping the home clean
and all food stored in containers with lids. It is also necessary to seal all openings into
the home and clear brush and
grass away from house, wood·
piles and garbage cans.
Although the hantavirus is
rare, it is necessary to take precautions when dealing with
rodents or rodent-infested ar·
eas. TheCenterforDiseaseCon·
trol in Atlanta has not issued a
nationwide warning of the
hantavirus, but those in contact with rodents should be
extremely careful.
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Bachelor pany ends in fatal stabbing
Frank VIllella, 26, of Aurora, Ohio, a bridegroom-to-be, was
stabbed to death early Sunday morning during a fight outside a
tavern in the800 block of E.l85thSt. while leaving his bachelor
party. Cleveland Homicide Detective Robert Kuenzel told the
media thattheargument may have started over a request by one
of Villella'sf riends for another beer. Five other men were hurt
The suspect, a 26-year-old Euclid man, is being held m CityJail
without bail. He may be charged with aggravated murder and
other felonies.

Genetic di.sorder.1ish-cx:lor syndrome
An uncommon diSOrder,k nownas '[i.sh-odorsyndrome,' has been
identified bysciemistsasa genetic defect that makes people smell
like rotting fish. The disorder is caused by the body's inability to
produce an effective version of an enzyme called FM03, which is
needed to process a smelly protein called trimerhylamine,or TMA
The smell seeps out in a person's breath and perspiration, can lead
to ridicule, loneliness and depression. No cure is known for "fish·
odorsyndrome,'although taklngantibiorlcscan help Addlrionall y,
people are advised toavoideatingfish from thesea,egg.sand liver.

Three teens dead, five hurt in shooting
Twoteenswerekilled,anotherisneardeathandfivewere wounded
after a 14·year-old freshman Op!ned fire Monday on classrooms
conducting an informal prayer service in Kentucky. The
unidentified suspect was arrested and charged as a juvenile with
murder, attempred murder and burglary. After the shooting. the
boy said Tm SJJrry.' Heath High Sc:hool admfnistrators informed
the media. Sheriff's detectives told the media that, when asked
why he shot his classmates, the boy responded that he did not
know.

w
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· · g for anti-gay remarks

TheSupremeCourt allowed a ruling to stand Mondaythat said the
free speech rights of a San Francisco human rightscommiss10ner
were not violated when he was fired for anti-gay remarks. Rev.
Eugene Lumpkin was removed from his positionascomrnissioner
inl993after he supported violence against homosexuals. Lumpkin
argued that government employees should llOl be fired solely for
public statementsabout personal beliefs. Lumpkinsued,daimlng
hisrightshadbeenviolated.Additionally,hesoughttoberemstated
and to get compensatory damages. The high coun denied his
appeal without any comment.

World Briefs were compiled by Meagan Lynch, World News
Editor, with the aid of WIre soura:s.
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Next Week:

MCAT·
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sor of Spanish, attended to offer
their support of the organization.
The organization, not yet chartered, planned its first event with
the help of the office of student
activities and multiculturalaffairs.
Next on the LASA's agenda is
participation in Habitat for Hu·
manityon March 14 and in Fresh·
men first Weekend, which takes
place at the end of Aug. 1998.
Anyone interested in joining
LASA is encouraged to attend the
next meeting at 4 p.m. on Dec. 9 in
O'Dea room, number three.

Of saint.l y
proportions

Newsbriefs compiled by Denise Glaros, Ntws Editor.

To nalllhe MCAT, knowirC the sciences Isn't enou&h·
You've eat to know the test. A1 Kaplan we'l teach you both.
Our expert teachers tllll8 helped more studentl get Into
medical school than all other MeAT prep courses combined.
So, 80 with the Ieider. Cell todlrt to ~II.

The Greater Cleveland Growth
Association, the nation 's largest
metropolitan chamber of com·
rnerce, is hosting the event which
includes over 90 businesses from
the Cleveland area.
Attendees should dress in professional attire, bring several copies of their resume,and be prepared
to interview with potential employers.
The job Expo is now in its 34th
year of at uacti ng college students
and graduates who are looking for
new career opportunities.
Admission to the fair is $3 and
includes an exhibitor guide containing information and hiring requirements on all exhibitors ..
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I ta[i.an coofjng witfi our own

fami£g traaitions

A special
Christmas
Carroll News
Check it out
next Thursday.
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Long hair gives magical powers?
While the majority of
people might grow their
hair long to conform lO the
Ia test style or beauty craze,
Hoo Sateow, 85, of Thai land ,says hisl7feetof hair
keeps hnn warm in the
chi Ilyvlllageandgives him
magical powers.
While you might think
Hoosdaily beauty regimen
would be extremely htgh

maintenanced, Hoo, who (ha ha)
has not seen a pair of sctssors in
nearly 70 years, washes his hair
only once a year with fabric
cleaner.
When asked what motivated
him to grow his hair, Hoo rephed
in a statement to the media, 'I cut
it when I was IS and Igot really tll
So I decided I'd never do it again.
Swce then, I've been able to call up
ghosts to help heal the stck'

Due to his status as a medicine man, Hoo's locks will be
cut and removed only when he
isdead and thevillagewtll keep
1hem as a treasure.
The current record holder is
an Indian woman, whose locks
proudly span 14 feet.
Hoo's hair will be measured
by the GUiness Book of Records
in the coming months.
-Meagan Lynch
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BLuEs BAND: AIJCING CANE & THE SKY Doo
JCU LADIES NIGHT-FREE wrm JCU m.
$2

MUG NIGHT-BUY' A MUG FOR

$2

AND GET

$1

REFILlS

UNDERGROUND DANCE

GUESr D.J.s
NO COVER B-4 11PM
AlmNAnvE RocK: JoHN ROCKEr &

THE MoroR FM, FooNSPEEDERS
REGGAE Evm SUNDAY
RUM DRoo<s $2.00 Au. Nm
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Uons at1d tigers at1d bears, oh t11Y!
]CU students form club to brave wild outdoors

Natalie Barrington
Year: Semor
Major: Psychology
Zodiac sign: Gem1ni
Whatdoyouwanttofndinyou"5hoes
on St. Nick's Day?: Chocolate!
Chocolate!
Chocolate!
Wnat's your favorite winter
activity?: The toboggan chutes in
the MetroparlG.
If you could pick one place in
whichtoliYe,wherewoUcfyouchoose?:
Anywhere w1th warm weather.
Whatisyouridealjobl: A counselor
because 1t's what I have been
study1nf to be for the last four
years.
Coffee or Tea?: Tea It is better

Carlye Gardner
Staff Reporter
Though john Carroll University may be
located on the outskirts of a major metropolttanarea, students can still have the opportumty to participate in outdoor activities. Sophomore jon Wilson, president of
theCarroll Outing Club, formed a group to
do JUSt that.
Grove City College 1n Pennsylvania has
had an Outing Club for several years. Wilson heard of this organization and its success from friends who attend Grove City,
and he thought that forming a similar club
at Carroll would be a good idea. Besides
ROTC. Carroll does not offer any extracurncular activities for students interested in
developing their survival skills, according
to Wilson .
A one-night camping trip at Mohican
State Park, an hour and a half south of Cleveland, was the club's first and most recent
excursion. Twelve members participated in
this outing on "rather primitive campgrounds," according to sophomore Nate
Goshen, vice president of the club. The
members pitched their own tents, hiked,
learned how to start a fire in the rain and
cooked outdoors.
Sophomore Aimee jazdzyk fou nd this
outing very reward ing. 'The surroundings
were gorgeous, especially the waterfalls we
saw while hiking. Because the event was
well-orga nized,everythi ng went smooth! y,"
she said. "We all worked together to make
the best of the cold and rai ny weather.'
Prior to the first outing, ve ry few members knew each other on a first-name basis.
However, by the end of the trip, the students
had grown intoacohesiveunit. Wilson and

Phol:ocourtesyo( N21t: Gashtn

Welcome to the great outdoors: Members of the John Carroll University Outing
Club gather for a group shot on a recent trip to Mohican State Park, located
one and a half hours south of Cleveland.
Jazdzyk feel that the Outing Club really
helps promote friendships because they see
campingasoneof the best bonding expe riences possible.
Theclubwillcoordinateoneoutingeach
month, and the act ivity is not necessarily
restricted to camping. "We plan on scheduling a full-day hike and a visit to a target
shooting range in the future," Goshen said.
Funds for the Mohican trip were contributed by the participatingmem hers. The
club policy is that every person pays for
each activity they attend. To enable the
club to make future excursions financially

possible, Wilson plans on collecting a small
amount of dues from every member.
Current! y, the Outing Club is not a Student Union-chartered organization. However, the cl ub's officers hope to change that
by next semester. According to Goshen,
"We are implementing service activities
such as cleaning up the Metro Parks so that
we can be chartered and receive funding
from the Student Union."
To find out more about the Outing Club,
go toone of theirweeklymeetingson Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. in room 163 of t he
Bohannon Science Center

Shop is a 'source' of relaxation

All Students retllning for the 1998-99 ACademic Year

WHAT:

1998-99 Finandal Aid Renewal Application(REAPP) information

WHEN:

Wednesday December3 9am-7pm
Thursday December4 9am·7pm
Friday
DecemberS 9arn-4pm

WHERE: D.J. Lombardo Student Center ATRIUM

WHY:

o Pick up required 1998·99 Form JC
o Obtain the new 1998·99 processing requirements which include:
*electronic processing of 1998·99 renewal applications (REAPPl
•submission of tax documet)ts and verification of a~ applicants
o Enhance your financial aid experience with an automated award,
time~ loan certification, and accurst~ crediting of aid to y~ur account
a Learn about the new Federal Tax Law
Provisions to benefit Students and Families

ARE INVITED

TO THE J0TH ANNUAL

PlANET SouRcE
WHO:

You

Jane Rich
Staff Reporter
Wh en December rolls along,
most college students start looking for some extra stress rei ief before finals. For students at john
Carroll Un iversity, relief may be
right around the corner. Planet
Source, a natural products store
located in Van Aken Center,offers
a wide vari ety of products to satisfy the health needs of stressful
students.
Some of the products that the
store sells are nutrition supplements, cosmetics, skin care prod ucts and aromatherapy. Planet
Source also offers a variety of services such as an herbal tea bar, a
licensed massage therapist and an
interactive computer system.
Located in the back is a healthy
alternativetoArabica. This trendy
bar serves over tOO different kind s
of herba l teas and some ath letic
power drinks.
Some tea products might actually come in handy while studying for upcom ing exams Accord ing to Dominic Cugini, assistant
manager of Planet ource and a
C.trroll graduate, "Kava Kava tea
or capsules wdl he I preheve bodily
and muscle st ress while helping
you stay mentally focused."
Planet Source has yet a not h r
way for customers to relax. In the
store'~ front window there arc a
few massage cha1rs to 1cm pt enten ng customc rs and window
shoppers I he licensed massage
theraprst oiler~ 15and 30-mlllutc
ch;ur massages.
!'Ia net 'xlurcc abo ha~ twoe om

puters for customers to use. The
$25,000 compute r system provides information on fitness,
hea lth and food. They also show
the consumer a wide selection of
teas and homeopathic ora romatic
therapies which can treat some
ailments naturally.
"T helcom puter system !lets the
customers gain knowledge of the
products they are purchasing,'
Cugini said ' It also lets them fee l
safer about rheir purchases."
Aromatherapy scents are one
of these popular purchases. They
are used ro entice or enhance a
mood. The scents come in vials
with names ranging from "St udy
Buddy" to "Ambiance." However,
Cugini said that the most popu lar
seems are "La vender," 'Pe ppermint'
and "Eucalyptus.'
Planet Source may have a produu or se rvice lO help reduce th e
st ress of finals or create the right
atmosphere for a special occasion.
It may also have th e right Christmas gift for mom or dad.
"We haveag1f t idea section with
cand les, aromat herapy and soaps
be1 ng the 1hrcc biggest areas from
which people arc putting togct her
gifts,' Cugm1 sa1d
·1o makeshoppi ngcasier, Planet
Sou rce also offers a Gold Card,
wh1ch allow~ the customcr 10
111 in utes of lree long d ista nee ca II
ing and sales and rebates. They
also have a monthly llyer wh1ch
llotsscm111ars held hy thl: storr.
Fvc n if you're not a n;uurc love r,
you 11111-\hl l1nd l'lanct '>oun:e a
great place to relax and shop th1s
hnl1day ~cason.

A night of Carrol ling, Community
& Spiritual Activities

8 pm- Christmas Concert
Featuring the JCU Concert Band,

Concert Cliotr & Show Choir
Kulas Auditorium

10:15 pm- Christmas Address- Tree Lighting
and

Carrol ling around the Quad
Rodman Terrace

11:00 pm- Community Mass at Gesu
Midnight- Breakfast- Schott Dining Hall
(you must have a program from either the
Concert or Mass to be admitted into Breakfasl
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Uot1s at1d tigers at1d bears, oh 1\ty!
]CU students form club to brave wild outdoors
Carlye Gardner

you

ARE INVITED

Staff Reporter

Natalie Barrington
Year: Sen1or
Major: Psychology
Zodiac sign: Gem1ni
Whatdoyouwanttohlinyou-shoes
on St. Nick's Day?: Chocolate!
Chocolate!

Chocolate!

What's your favorite winter
activity?: The toboggan chutes in
the Metroparks.

If you could pick one place in
wflichtolive,where~choosel:

Anywhere w1th warm weather.

What is your ideal job?: A counselor
because it's what I have been
stud ytn£ to be for the last four
years.
Coffee or Tea?: Tea. It is better
for you.

Though john Carroll University may be
located on the outskirts of a major metropohtanarea, students can still have the op~rtun~ty to participate in outdoor activities. Sophomore jon Wilson, president of
theCarroll Outing Club, formed a group to
do JUSt that.
Grove City College m Pennsylvania has
had an Outing Club for several years. Wilson heard of this orgamzation and its success from friends who attend Grove City,
and he thought that forming a similar club
at Carroll would be a good idea. Besides
ROTC, Carroll does not offer any extracurncular activities for students interested in
developing their survival skills, according
to Wilson .
A one-night camping trip at Mohican
State Park, an hour and a half south of Cleveland , was the club's first and most recent
excursion. Twelve members participated in
this outing on "rather primitive campgrounds," according to sophomore Nate
Goshen, vice president of the club. The
members pitched their own tents, hiked,
learned how w start a fire in the rain and
cooked outdoors.
Sophomore Aimee jazdzyk found th ts
outing very rewarding. "The surroundings
were gorgeous, especially the waterfalls we
saw while hiking. Because the event was
well-organized ,everyth i ng went smoothly,"
she said. "We all worked wgether to make
the best of the cold and rainy weather."
Prior to the first outing, very few members knew each other on a first-name basis.
However, by the end of the trip, the students
hadgrownimoacohesiveunit. Wilson and

TO THE J0TH ANNUAL

Welcome to the great outdoors: Members of the John Carroll University Outing
Club gather for a group shot on a recent trip to Mohican State Park, located
one and a half hours south of Cleveland.
jazdzyk feel that the Out ing Club really
helps promote friendships because they see
camping as one of the best bonding experiences possible.
The club willcoord inateone outing each
month, and the activity is not necessarily
restricted to camping. "We plan on scheduling a full-day hike and a visit to a ta rge t
shooting range in the future," Goshen said.
Funds for the Mohican trip were contributed by the participating members. The
club policy is that every person pays for
each activity they attend. To enable the
club to make future excursions financially

possible, Wilson pla ns on collectingasma ll
amount of dues from every member.
Currently, the Outing Club is not a Student Union-chartered organization. However, the club's officers hope to change that
by next semester. According to Goshen,
"We are implementing service activities
such as cleaning up the Metro Parks so that
we can be chartered and receive funding
from the Student Union."
To find out more about th e Outing Club,
go to one of their weekly meetings on Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. in roo m 163 of the
Bohannon Sc ience Center.

PlANET SouRcE
Shop is a 'source' of relaxation
Jane Rich

WHO:

All Students retiJming for the 1998-99 ACademic Year

WHAT:

1998-99 Financial Aid Renewal Application(REAPP) information

WHEN: Wednesday December3 9arn-7pm
Thursday December4 9arn-7pm
Friday
DecemberS 9arn-4pm
WHERE: D.J. Lombardo Student Center ATRIUM
WHY:

o Pick up required 1998-99 Form JC
o Obtain the new 1998·99 processing requirements which include:
*electronic processing of 1998·99 renewal applications (REAPP)
•submission of tax mments and verification of aU applicants
o Enhance yoU( flnancial aid experience with an automated award,
time~ loan certification, and accurat~ crediting of aid to your account
o Leam about the new Federal Tax Law
·
Provi~ons to benefit Students and Families

Staff Reporter
When December rolls along,
most college students start looking for some extra stress relief before finals. For students at j ohn
Carroll University, relief may be
right around the corner. Planet
Source, a natural products store
located in Van Aken Cente r, offers
a wide variety of products to satisfy the health needs of stressful
students.
Some of the products that the
store sells are nutrition supplements, cosmetics, skin care prod ucts and aroma therapy. Planet
Source also offers a varict y of services such as an herbal tea bar, a
licensed massage therapist and an
interact ive computer system.
Located in the back is a hea lthy
alternative toArabica. This trendy
bar serves over tOO different kinds
of herbal teas and some athletic
power drinks
Some tea products might actually come in handy while studying for upcoming exams. According to Dommie Cugini, assistant
manager of Planet ource and a
Car rol l graduate, "Kava Kava tea
orca psules will hclprelteve bodily
and muscle stress while helping
you stay mentally focused ."
Planer Source has yt:t another
way for customers 10 relax. In 1he
store's I rom wtndow there are a
few mas.,age chatrs to tempt enrcnng customers and window
>hoppers I he licensed m;tss<.~gc
1hcrapts1 oilers I') and)() llllllUIC
cha1r massages.
Planet \ou rcc abo ha'> 1woe om -

puters for customers to use. The
$25,000 compu ter syste m provides information on fitness,
health and food. They also show
the consumer a w ide selection of
teas and homeopathic or aromatic
therapies which can treat some
a ilments naturally.
"T he [com purer system Ilets the
customers gain knowledge of the
products they are purchasing,"
Cugini said. "It also lets them fee l
safer about their purchases.'
Aromatherapy scents arc one
of these popular purchases. They
are used to entice or enhance a
mood. The scents come in via ls
with names ranging from "Study
Budd y" to "Ambiance." However,
Cugini said that the most popu lar
scents are "Lavende r,""Peppermi nt "
and "E ucalyptus·
Planet Source may have a prod uct or service to help red uce 1he
stress of finals or create th e right
atmosphere for a specia l occasion.
It may also have the right Ch ri stmas gtf t for mom or dad.
"We haveagtf t idea section with
ca ndles,aromatherapy and oaps
bet ng the I hrec biggest areas from
which people are pulling together
gifts,"Cugtnt sa 1d
To make shoppingcasicr, Pianct
Sou rce also offers a Gold Card,
whtclt allows the customer 10
min utesor I rcc long distance cal l
ing and sales and rebates. "I hey
also haw a monthly llyer whKh
btsscrnln;trs held by the store.
Fvcn il you're nor a nat urc lover,
you mtg,ht ltnu Planet <.,ource a
great place to rrlax <111d shop 1h1~
hnltday season.
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It's a Wonderful Life . . .
Or is it?
Tania Meola
Staff Reporter
One of my all time favorite
Christ mas movies is It's A Wonderful Life. Even though the black
and white film was made in 1947
u is still being played on televi~~on. In my home, it has become a
holiday tradition w watch this
mov1e every year on Christmas
day. That is why when I heard the
fi lm version was made into an
Amencan mus1cal at the Clevel.t nd Play House I was thrilled at
the opportunity w see it per fonJled.
It's A Wonderful Life is a story
about a man, George Bailey, who
eels that his life is a failure. In
truth, he's had an enormous impact on people's lives and, in terms
of his achievements, has reached
great success. When he can't provide all that he would like to for
hIS family, heconcludeshe's worth
more dead than alive. Heanempts
s uicide and thatiswhenClarence,
a guardian angel trying to earn his
•vings, comes down from heaven
to show George what life would
have been like if George had never
heen born.
The play differed from the
movie in two ways. In the movie,
George ane m pts suicide by jumpmg off a bridge whereas in the
play he stands tn front of a train.
Secondly, the playretainstheoriginal Bedford Falls setting, but is
f IJ med aS a productiOn by resiJcntS of a contemporary homeless shelter.
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Puttin' On the Hitz
A revtew of the mustc that means the most to you

fantastic. I enjoyed the performance by the leading actress,
Kathleen McAllen , who played
Mrs. Mary Bailey. She has appeared
mseveral Broadway musicals. Her
talented singmg and acting was
phenomenal and one could feel
the emotional power that she exhibited. The talent m this production was nothing short of our-

The Play House used low key stage
props in order to spend lass on the
production and in turn give more
to the homeless whom tru 1yare in
need of things.
The play has a slow start but
improves as it goes on. However
there were about a dozen i ndividuals whom left the play during intermission. I thought it was un fortunate that these people
couldn't see past the stage setting
and rather JUSt enJOY the musical
and see the beauty in the message
of the play itself.
[thought it was ironic that this
occurred because the moral of the
play was that success is to often
misjudged by material ownership.
However, success can't be measured by tangible things because
ItS about one's inner spirit, generosity, and willingness to support
standing.
and take risks for others. ThereHowever, if you are looking for fore, George Bailey achieved great
the stage props and special effects success in his life.
of a Broadway musical you won't
[was in tears by the end of the
find them in this production. In play. It touched my heart profact, the scenery and lighting were foundly, more so than any
a little better than a high school fantastical Broadway musical has
play.
ever done. 1realized that I too was
The same stage background guilty at first of being disapwas used throughour the entire pointed by the lack of glitzy setplay. Three large push ladders tings and lighting effects but in
were continually recycled as stair- the end all that didn't matter becases. porches, and even turned cause the moral shined through
into a train with a spotlight on it my heart.
· Every time you hear a bell ring
which was pushed by an actor.
This production left a lot up to supposedly an angel gets his
your imagination. But the reason wings. Listen for those bells and
for this was for a good cause. A try to live by t he message of the
portion of the proceeds went to play so this world can tru ly be "a
heme\ as shelte In Cleveland. w6nderful 1 e"

Blessid Union of Souls to play Odeon
Colleen Leslie
Entertainment Ed1tor
The band Blessid Union of
Souls will return to Cleveland for
.1 concert December 10 at the
Odeon m the Flats.
They are promoting their sec·mdalbumentitled Bles id Union
<>J Souls. The album 'explores the
mystaies of love mall its breadth
.tnd complexity.'
I he first track on the CD,'Light
In Your Fyes' was co-written by
the group's vocalist, Eliot Sloan,
1
<tndTommySims who won aGrammy in 1996forSongof the YearforEricClapton's'Changethe World .'
The CD, released in May has sold over 100,000 copies to date . It follows the groups debut album,
JJvme, which has gone almost platinum. Make your plans now and get your tickets before the concert
IS sold OUL

The Foonspeeders

Who are the Foonspeeders?

000
Immedia tely after I pop in the
debut album from Cleveland-area
popsters The Foonspeeders, I am
greeted by the jangly,ear-f riendly
tones of "Another Day," the first
track Wile pleasing enough, I
could swear I've heard it before.
That, in fact, is thestorywi th most
of the songs on Who are the
Foonspeeders? After several listens, they sound very much like
bands such as the Wallflowers,
Bare naked Ladies, and the Clarks.
Probably the best way to describe
them is that they are the
Barenaked Ladies with an attitude.
The originality of their sound
notwithstanding, there are many
things to like about this album.
The band formed in 1995, yet did
not record fo r two years. Th is
shows in the songcraf t. The songs
are put together well, with different elements of different styles of
music showing up in places you'd
least expect it. The lyrics are often
insightful, often humorous, w ith
a bitterly ironic tinge to them,taking on such assorted wpics as war,
television, and of course, love. Vocalist/Guitar ist/Key board ist
Scott Martin sings in a gravelly
baritone that at times recalls
Dari us Rucker of Hootie and the
Blowfish and Scott Blasey of the
Clarks, and the interchange on
guitar between Martin and lead
guitarist Maur ice Adams isal ways
fun to hear. The rhythm section

doesn't slack off
either. Drummer
Scott Haumesser
and Bassist Mike
Adams meld a
driving pulse
through most of
the songs that
keeps
things
moving,
yet
somehow fits
right in . They
also ha rmonize
on several of the songs. The harmonies are right on the money,
and they're so smooth l was reminded at times of the Eagles or
the Beach Boys.
Who are the Foonspeeders? is
not an amazing album. There are
one or two excellent songs-check
out "This is Your Life," it's gritty,
driving, and in my opinion easily
the best on the album-but for the
most part, it sounds very much
like other bands that are out there.
I'm not knocking them-the many
fans of the Barenaked Ladies,
Clarks, Wall[lowers, Hootie and
the Blowfish, a nd other such
bands will love this sound, and l
found the album an enjoyable listen . But it's clear from hearing the
album that this is a band with
some potential , and developing
their own sound is the next step
they need to take. Altogether, it's
an excellent debut from a promising local ba nd. I would definitely
see then play live, and if you want
to pick uptheCDand check them
out, they will be having a CD release party on December 6 at the
Rhythm Room.

-jim Wurtz

Music Rating System

0 Complete waste of time
0 0 Barely listenable
0 0 0 Okay
0 0 0 0
Good tunes
0 0 0 0 0 Excellent

Obituaries. .. huh, huh, huh
lt seems as though the disgusting yet endearing duo
known as Beavis and Butthead
have breathed their last MTV
breath. The finale of the popularseriesaired last Friday night.
The show was entitled "Beavis
and Butthead Are Dead."

To the relief of some, and
disappointment of others, the
two teenagers did not actually
die in the final show, as MTV
commercials that aired during
the week had suggested. Rather,
the show ends with the pair
walking off into the sunset.

GET KNOCKED DowN.
BuT I GET UP AGAIN!"

"I

Have you Heard?

Chu•bawalltba Is co'ltitll to Cleveland and the Carroll New1 has

- fne 1lelc8tl far 1Wo lueky nadan.

Just fill otrt the etrtry fontt below S. drop It off at the Carroll News of&e
by Monday. Pee. 8. 1997 at ltOOtL Apair of tickets will be Qivett to two
wltttten. drawtt at rando~tt ott Pee. I.
WiNters will be ttOtifled by telephotte.
·····~~·······································
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Mount el im in ates Blue Streaks from playoffs
continued from page 1

talizing on a Mount miscue. On
second down from the Mount 14,
Mount scored on its first three pos- junior Nick Caserio threw an insessions of the game, with its aver- terception in the endzone, but a
age starting field position being roughing the passer penalty rethe j CU 46-yard line courtesy of turned the ball to jCU. On the
big kickoff returns of 38 and 61 next play, junior Mike Ten Brink
yards by junior Darin Kershner. who rushed 10 times for 57 yards
Mount also scored points on its in the game, bulled his way into
first four possessions of the sec- the end zone from six yards out to
cut the Purple Raiderlead to 14-7.
ond half.
But the Streaks had problems
"T he returns they had were
the rest of the day taking advanbackbreakers," DeCarlo said.
JCU , on the other hand, had tageof other Mount mistakes. Late
ordinary field position in the first in the first quarter with Mount
half as Mount chose to kick away ahead 21-7, junior Adrian jones
from sophomore David Ziegler, sacked Borchert,whileforcingand
who sported a 30.8 yard kick and recovering a fumble at the Mount
nation-best 19.6 punt return aver- 23-yard line. But two plays later,
Caserio tossed an mterception in
age.
"Our special teams has nor- the end zone to quash the threat.
"I thought it was a real turning
mally given us great field position," DeCarlo said, "and for what- point in the entire ballgame,"
everreason wed idn't get good field DeCarlo said. "Who knows, if we
position and we certainly gave score it certain ly keeps our moment um up and our adrenali ne
good field position.
"We played the w hole field . goi ng."
"We had some success moving
They played half the field."
In contrast to Mount's treat- the ball in the first half, which we
ment of Ziegler, DeCarlo saidjCU didn't have in the first game," said
had no intentions of kicking away Caserio, who was 18-of -40 for 189
from Kershner, one of the better yards on the day
Early in t h e third quarter,
returners in the Oh io Athletic
Conference. "We had confidence Caserio tossed another endzone
in what we 've done. For 11 interception, this time after
ballgames we've [covered kicks! Mount's Joe Prevesk bobbled a
well and we really had no thought punt,which was recovered by junin our minds that we weren't go- ior Tyler Ziontz at the Purple
ing to do it well today [Saturday!." Raider 31-yard line.
JCU also had trouble when
The Streaks got th eir on ly
touchdown with about five mi n- Mount did not provide help. Late
utes Left in the fi rst quarter, capi- in the second quarter, JCU was

Despite rou gh
ending, season
still a success
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor
At the postgame press conference following the 59-7 defeat to
Mount Union, Blue St reak head
coach Tony DeCarlo wanted to say
one thing before he faced any questions from reporters.
"I'm proud of our season this
year," he said. "I think our kids
played one heck of a season. I know
earlier in the year not too many
people gave usa whole lot of cred it
for what we might do. 1t's just a
shame we had to lose a ballgame
like this at the end of the season."
Adisappomtingfinish,yes, but
definitely a season DeCarlo and
the rest of the john Carroll football program has a right to be
proud of. For the first time in the
program's 78-year history, JCU
won 10 games and a Division lll
playoff game.
The Blue Streaksac tuallygota
jump on the season in May when
they were preparing for a trip to
Barcelona, Spain, to play an exhibition game. Way back then, senior linebacker London Fletcher
had a good feeling about the team.
"Itold coach DeCarloandcoach
Uoh nl Storey UCU defensive coordinatOr] that we were goi ngtosurpmea lot of people based on what
I saw over those 10 days," he said
The season, however, started
slowly, especially offensively, as
jCU struggled against Gannon,
Ohio Northern and Marietta. Carroll escaped with victories, however, and then began to play well
with the only bump in the road
being a loss to Mount.
' With each game we got bet-

ter," Fletcher said. ' The guys got
more experience. There's no substitute for experience."
Experience looked to be the
problem for the Blue Streaks as
they began the 1997 campaign.
JCU faced the task of replaci ng a
number of key players, including
the conference's most outstanding
defensive lineman and linebacker
in 1996, both running backs and
both the kicker and punter
"{At the begmning of the season] we said 'Let's make a namefor
ourselves,'" junior quarterback
Nick Caserio said. "You have to
find an identityeach yea rasa team
and !think we found our identity.
Wewereateam. It wasn't a bunch
of individuals. We were a team
and we played together and that's
why we were able to have the success we did."
Said Fletcher, 'We had a very
fulf tllingand a very enjoyable season. It was probably the most fun
I've had playmg football.'
Now armed with the playoff
experience of this season and a
solid returning n ucleus,jCU turns
its sights to the 1998 season.
Caserio said this year's playoff
games will prov1devaluable learning experience other teamsd id not
receive, and aid in the maturation
process of what was a fairlyyoung,
inexperienced team .
"We' re expecting a lot of good
things from ourselves," said
Caserio about next year.
"We'll set our goals high,"
DeCarlo said. 'We've been here.
We like being here and we'd like
to end It a little better than how
we ended this season."

"Our special teams has normally given us great field
position, and for whatever reason we didn't get good field
position and we certainly gave good field position."
JCU head coach Tony DeCarlo
moving the ball well, but a holding penalty halted that drive. On
the first play of the second half.
with Mount leading 28-7, sophomore tight end Tom Koltz was
wideopendown themiddleof the
field, but Caserio's pass hit his

hands and fell to the ground. On
that same drive, Koltz also
dropped a third down pass, which
would have been close to a first
down.
"That was a key play, no question about it," DeCarlo said of

Koltz's first down drop, but added,
"I can't blame anything on Koltz
oranyonein particular. Ijustthink
we were outmatched today.•
"You can't waste opportunities
against a great ballclub and that's
what we did." Case rio said.

-

JCU had defeated Hanover, 3020, to advance to quarterfinals
Behind a pair of touchdowns
from Mike Ten Brink, and a
record-setting punt return by
David Ziegler,John Carroll University defeated Hanover College,
J0-20,in Hanover, Ind., in thefirst
round of the NCAA Division lll
FootballChampionshipsNov.22
togiveJCU its first ever Division
Ill playoff victory.
Hanover led 7-0 early in the
second quarter when Ten Brink
fou nd the endzone from five
yards out asjCU tied the score at
7. About t hree minu tes later,
Ziegler returned a punt 84 yards,

which set the record for the
longest punt return in a Divisionlll playoff game, toputjCU
ahead, 14-7.
JCU led 17-7 at half time, but
Hanover c ut the advantage to
17-14 on a 38- yard touchdown
passfromChrisStormertojosh
Habegger with four minutes
left in the third quarter. But
Ten Brink's second touchdown
of the game on a 2-yard run ,
and a 9-yard touchdown pass
from Nick Caserio to Josh
McDaniels putJCU up 30-14 in
the fourth quarter.

Hanovergota late touchdown
pass from Stormer to Kevin
O'Donohue to cut the lead to 3020, but a failed two-point conversion sealed the game for jCU.
Caserio completed 17-of-21
passes for 195 yards while Ten
Brink gained 54 yards on 19 carries on the day. Thedefense,contendingwith Hanover's pass-oriented attack, allowed Stormer to
throw for 340 yards, but sacked
him seven times, a season-high
for JCU, including J.S by junior
Adrian jones, and held Hanover
to minus-14 net yards rushing.

fLASHES
ARECORD YOUDRATHERNOTHAVE Mount Union'sS9pointsSaturdaymarked the
first time in the 78-year history of the JCU
program that a team has broken the SO-point
barrier. It is also the most number of points
allowed by the Blue Streaks in that 78-year
span, which covers 652 games.
OOMINATING - Mount now leads the alltime series withJCU 11-2-2, and has won the
last seven contests.
Mount now has a
winning streak of 26 games, the best in all of
college football .... JCU will once again travel
to Alliance for next year's conference game
with Mount. Mount is now 92-6-1 at home in
the 1990's.
A POSTSEASON RARITY- jCU'sgame with
Mount Saturday was only the second time ever
two Ohio Athletic Conference schools faced
each other in the playoffs. The othertime was
in 1978 when Baldwin-Wallace beat
Wittenberg in the Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl to
win the Division lll national championship.
CASERIO TIDBITS -j u mor Nick Caserio is
22-4-2 as the starting quarterback atjCU. All
four losses have come to Mount .... Caserio is
just one of six quarterbacks in OAC history to
throw for more than 5,000 yards and more
than 50 touchdown passes in a career. ... All
three of senior Ryan Cavanaugh's interceptions this year came against Mount.
RECEIVING STREAKS - Sophomore t1ght
end Tom Koltz has caught a pass in llstraight
games ... junior Dean Reidy had his consecutive pass catching streak snapped at 17 in the
victory over Hanover.
FIRSTS - junior Alan StMarie and sophomore Brian Zielaskiewicz each grabbed their
first career interceptions against Hanover. .
The Hanover game marked the first orne seniorLondonFletcherdidnot leadjCUin tack-

les. Sophomore Tom Rint was tops on the team with
10, while Fletcher had seven. ... JCU became the £irst
team to score any points in the first quarter against
Mount this season when junior Mike Ten Brink hit
paydirt from s1x yards out.
IRON MEN - Seniors Ed Griffith and Kyle
Kowalski, and Fletcher started every game the past
two seasons.... Senior Mark DiDonato and junior
Chris Kozlik, both linemen, were the only players to
start every game at the sa me position on offense this
season. . . . Bob j uliana is the only four-year
letterwinner amo":g this year's senior class.
AWARD FINALISTS- Fletcher is one of 10 finalists for the 1997 Gagliardi Trophy, awarded annually
to the outstanding £ootball player atthe NCAA Division Ill leveL ... junior Doug Moore is one of three
finalists for the Paul Hoernemann Award, given annually to the top defensive lineman in the OAC.
RECORDS- Fletcher set the new school mark for
tackles in a season with 202... Ziegler finished the
season as the national punt return champion with a
19.6 yards per return average and 626 total punt return yards.... FreshmanjoshSchneider was first in
theOACandsixth in the nation with a 42.3yards per
punt average.
KEEPSPINNIN'THOSERECORDS ·Inadditionto
breaking the record for the longest punt return in a
NCAA Division Ill playoff game against Hanover,
Ziegler also broke the record for most total punt return yards in a single game with 140, which also
broke the total team punt return yardage mark for a
single game. He was named , for the second time this
year, the Football Gazette National Division Ill Special Teams Player of the Week for that performance.
FINALLY - jCU's 370 points this year broke the
school record for points ina single season, previously
held by last year's squad with 362.
BRIAN MURPHY
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It's a Wonderful Life. . .
Or is it?
Tanta Meola
Staff Reporter
One of my all rime (avo rite
Chnstmas movies is It's A Wonderful Life. Even though the black
and white film was made in 1947
it is still being played on televiSIOn. In myhome, irhasbecomea
holiday tradition w watch this
movie eve ry year on Christmas
day. That IS why when I heard the
film version was made into an
American musical at the Cleveland Play House I was thrilled at
th e opportunity w see it performed.
ll's A Wonderful Life is a story
about a man , George Bailey, who
feels that h1s life is a failure. In
1ruth, he's had an enormous impacton people's lives and, in terms
of his achievements, has reached
great success. When he can't provide all that he would like to for
his family, he concludes he's worth
more dead than alive. Heanempts
su icide and thatiswhenClarence,
a guard ian angel trying to earn his
'''ings. comes down from heaven
to show George what life would
have been like if George had never
hcen born.
The play differed from the
movie in two ways. In the movie,
George attem pts suicide by jumping off a bridge whereas in the
play he sta nds in front of a train.
Second\ y, the play retains the original Bedford Falls setting, but is
f1 <~med as a production by resiJdlts of a contemporary homeless shelter.

fantastic. I enjoyed the performance by the leading actress,
Kathleen McAllen , who played
Mrs. Mary Bailey. She has appeared
m several Broadway musicals. Her
talented singing and actmg was
phenomenal and one could [eel
the emotional power that she exhibited. Theta lemi nthisproduction was nothing short of out-

standing.
However, if you are looking for
the stage props and special effects
of a Broadway musical you won't
find them in this production. In
fact, the scenery and lighting were
a little better than a high school
play.
The same stage background
was used throughout the entire
play. Three large push ladders
were continually recycled as staircases. porches, and even turned
inw a train with a spotlight on it
which was pushed by an actor.
This production \efta lot up to
your imagination. But the reason
for this was for a good cause. A
portion of the proceeds went to
bem.e\ess s\lte\te in Qeveland.

The Play House used low key stage
props in order to spend lass on the
production and in turn give more
to the homeless whom truly are in
need of things.
The play has a slow start but
improves as it goes on. However
there wereaboutadozen individuals whom left the play during in term ission. I thought it was unfortunate that these people
couldn't see past the stage setting
and ra ther just enjoy the musical
and see the beauty in the message
of the play itself.
l thought it was ironic that this
occurred because the moral of the
play was that success is to often
misjudged bymaterialownership.
However, success can't be measured by tangible things because
its about one's inner spirit, generosity, and willingness to support
and take risks for others. Therefore, George Bailey achieved great
success in his li fe.
I was in tears by the end of the
play. lt touched my heart profoundly, more so than any
fantastical Broadway musical has
ever done. I realized that l too was
guilty at first of being disappointed by the lack of glitzy settings and lighting effects but in
the end all that didn't matter because the moral shined through
my heart.
· Every time you hear a bell ring
supposedly an angel gets his
wings. Listen for those bells and
try to live by the message of the
play so this world can truly be "a
wonderfu 11 e.•

Blessid Union of Souls to play Odeon
Colleen Leslie
Entertatnment Editor
The band Blessid Union of
Souls wi 11 rewrn to Cleveland for
a conce rt Decem her 10 at the
Odeon in the Flats.
They are promoting their sec•md album enti tled Blessid Union
of Sou Is The album 'explores the
111 yst.:ries of love in all its breadth
.1nd complexity."
l hcfirsmackon the CD,"Light
In Your Eyes' was co-written by
the group's vocalist, Eliot Sloan,
and Tommy Sims who won a Grammy in 1996for Song of the Year for EricClapton's 'Change the World.'
The CD, released in May has sold over 100,000 copies to date. It follows the groups debut album ,
1lum~ . wh1ch has gone almost platinum. Make your plans now and get your tickets before the concert
IS sold out.
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Puttin' On the Hitz
Arev1ew of ffiemus1c that means the most to you

doesn't slack off
either. Drummer
Scott Haumesser
and Bassist Mike
Adams meld a
driving pulse
through most of
the songs that
keeps
things
moving,
yet
somehow fits
right in . They
also harmonize
The Foonspeeders
on severa 1of the songs. The harWho are the Foonspeeders?
monies are right on the money.
and they're so smooth I was re000
minded at times of the Eagles or
Immediately after I pop in the the Beach Boys.
debut album from Cleveland-area
Who are th e Foonspeeders? is
popsters The Foonspeeders, I am not an amazing album. There are
greeted by thejangly,ear-friendly one or two excellent songs-check
tones of "Another Day," the first out "This is Your Life," it's gritty,
track. Wile pleasing enough , 1 driving, and in my opinion easily
could swear I've heard it before. the best on the album-bur for rhe
That, in [act, is the story with most most part, it sounds very much
of the songs on Who are the like other bands that are out there.
Foonspeeders? After several lis- I'm not knocking them-the many
tens, they sound very much like fans of the Barenaked Ladies,
bands such as the Wallflowers, Clarks, Wallflowers, Hootie and
Barenaked Ladies, and the Clarks. the Blowfish, and other such
Probably the best way to describe bands will love this sound, and I
them is tha t they are the found the album an enjoyable lisBarenaked Ladies with an attitude. ten. But it's dear from hearing the
The originality of their sound album that this is a band with
notwithstanding, there are many some potential, and developing
things to like about this album. their own sound is the next step
The band formed in 1995, yet did they need to take. A!together, it's
not record for two years. This an excellent debut from a promisshows in the songcraft. The songs ing local band. I would definitely
are put together well, with differ- see then play live, and if you want
ent elements of different styles of to pick up theCDandcheck them
music showing up in places you'd out, they will be having a CD releast expect it. The lyrics are often lease party on December 6 at the
insightful, often humorous, with Rhythm Room.
a bitterly ironic tinge to them, tak-Jim Wurtz
ing on such assorted wpicsas war,
television , and of course, love. VoMusic Rating System
calist/Guitarist/Key board ist
Scott Martin sings in a gravelly
0 Complete waste of time
baritone that at times recalls
0 0 Barely listenable
Darius Rucker of Hootie and the
Blowfish and Scott Blasey of the
0 0 0 Okay
Clarks, and the interchange on
0 0 0 0 Good tunes
guitar between Marrin and lead
guitarist Ma uriceAdams is always
0 0 0 0 0 Excellent
fun to hear. The rhythm section

Obituaries... huh, huh, huh
lt seems as though the disgusting yet endearing duo
known as Beav1s and Butthead
have breathed their last MTV
breath. The finale of the popular series aired last Friday night
The show was entitled "Beavis
and Butthead Are Dead."

To the relief of some, and
disappointment of others, the
two teenagers did not actual\ y
die in the final show, as MTV
commercials that aired during
the week had suggested. Rather,
the show ends with the pair
walking off into the sunset.

"I GET KNOCKED DowN.
BuT I GET UP AGAINI"
Have you Heard?
Chutttbawatttba Is cotttittQ to Clevelattd attd the Carroll New~ has

- fna 1lelc8h for·1Wo luelcy nadn.

Just flll out the etrtry fontt below ,_ drop It off at the Carroll New1 of&e
by Mottday. Pee. I. 1997 at ttoott. Apair of tickets will be Qlvett to two
wlt'llten, drawtt at rattdot~t ott Pee. I.
WiNters will be ttOtifled by telephotte.
·····~~·······································
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Mount eliminates Blue Streaks from playoffs
continued from page 1
Mount scored on its first three possessionsof the game, with its average starting field position being
thejCU 46-yard line courtesy of
big kickoff returns of 38 and 61
yards by junior Darin Kershner.
Mount also scored points on its
first four possessions of the second half.
"T he returns they had were
backbreakers," DeCarlo said.
jCU, on the other hand, had
ordinary field position in the first
half as Mount chose to kick away
from sophomore David Ziegler,
who sported a 30.8 yard kick and
nation-best 19.6 punt return average.
"Our special teams has normally given us great field position ," DeCarlosaid,"and for whatever reason we didn't get good field
position and we certainly gave
good field position.
"We played the whole field.
They played half the field."
In contrast to Mount's treatment of Ziegler, DeCarlo saidjCU
had no intentions of kicking away
from Kershner, one of the better
returners in the Ohio Athletic
Conference. "We had confidence
in what we've done. For ll
ballgames we've [covered kicks!
well and we really had no thought
in our minds that we weren't going to do it well today[Saturday]."
The Streaks got their only
touchdown with about five minutes left in the first quarter, capi-

talizing on a Mount miscue. On
second down from the Mount 14,
junior Nick Caserio threw an interception in the endzone, but a
roughing the passer penalty returned the ball to JCU On the
next play, junior Mike Ten Brink
who rushed lO rimes for 57 yards
in the game, bulled his way into
the end zone from six yards our to
cut the Purple Raider lead to 14-7.
But the Streaks had problems
the rest of the day taking advantageof other Mount mistakes. Late
in the first quarter with Mount
ahead 21-7, junior Adrian jones
sacked Borchert, w hileforcingand
recovering a fumble at the Mount
23-yard line. But two plays later,
Caserio tossed an interception in
the endzone to quash the threat.
"I thought it was a real turning
point in the entire ballgame,"
DeCarlo said. "Who knows, if we
score it cena in! y keeps our momentum up and our adrenaline
going."
"We had some success moving
the ball in the first half, which we
didn't have in the first game," said
Caserio, who was 18-of -40 for 189
yards on the day.
Early in the third quarter,
Caserio tossed another endzone
interception, this ti me after
Mount's joe Prevesk bobbled a
punt, which was recovered by junior Tyler Ziontz at the Purple
Raider 31-yard line.
JCU also had trouble when
Mount did not provide help. Late
in the second quarter, JCU was

0ur special teams has normally given us great field

44

position, and for whatever reason we didn't get good field
position and we certainly gave good field position."
]CU head coach Tony DeCarlo
moving the ball well, but a holding penalty halted that drive. On
the first play of the second hal[,
with Mount leading 28-7, sophomore tight end Tom Koltz was
wideopendown themiddleof the
field, but Caserio's pass hit his

hands and fell to the ground. On
that same dnve, Koltz also
dropped a third down pass, which
would have been close to a first
down.
"That was a key play, no question about it," DeCarlo said of

Koltz's first down drop, but added ,
"!can't blame anything on Koltz
oranyonein particular. ljustthink
we were outmatched today."
"You can't waste opportunities
against a great ballclub and that's
what we did,"Caserio said.

JCU had defeated Hanover, 3020, to advance to quarterfinals
Behind a pair of touchdowns
from Mike Ten Brink, and a
record-setting punt return by
David Ziegler,John Carroll University defeated Hanover College,
30-20, in Hanover, Ind., in the first
round of the NCAA Division Jll
FootballChampionshipsNov.22
to givejCU its first ever Division
111 playoff victory.
Hanover led 7-0 early in the
second quarter when Ten Brink
found the endzone from five
yards outasjCU tied the score at
7. About three minutes later,
Zieglerreturned a punt 84 yards,

which set the record for the
longest punt return in a Division lll playoff game, to pu tjCU
ahead,l4-7.
JCU led 17-7 at halftime, but
Hanover cut the advantage to
17-14 on a 38-yard touchdown
passfromChrisStormertojosh
Habegger with four minutes
left in the third quarter. But
Ten Brink's second touchdown
of the game on a 2-yard run,
and a 9-yard touchdown pass
from Nick Caserio to josh
McDaniels putJCU up 30-14 in
the fourth quarter.

Hanover got a late touchdown
pass from Stormer to Kevin
O'Donohue to cut the lead to3020, bur a failed two-point conversion sea led the game for jCU.
Caserio completed 17-of-21
passes for 195 yards while Ten
Brink gained 54 yards on 19carries on the day. The defense, contending with Hanover's pass-oriented attack, allowed Stormer to
throw for 340 yards, but sacked
him seven nmes, a season-high
for JCU, including 3.5 by junior
Adrian jones, and held Hanover
to minus-14 net yards rushing.

Despite rough

ending, season
still a success
Brian Murphy
Sports Editor
At the postgame press conference following the 59-7 defeat to
Mount Union, Blue Streak head
coac h Tony DeCarlo wanted to say
one thing before hefaceda nyquestions rrom reporters.
"I'm proud of our season th is
year," he said. "l think our kids
played one heck of a season. 1know
earlier in the year not too many
people gave usa whole lor of credit
for what we might do. It's just a
shame we had to lose a ballgame
like this at the end of the season."
Adisappointingfinish, yes, but
definitely a season DeCarlo and
the rest of the John Carroll football program has a right to be
proud of. For the first time in the
progr am's 78-year history, jCU
won 10 games and a Division Ill
playoff game.
The Blue Streaks actually got a
jump on the season in May when
they were preparing for a trip to
Barcelona, Spain, to play an exhibition game. Way back then, senior linebacker London Fletcher
had a good feeling about the team.
"I wid coach DeCarloandcoach
Uoh nl Storey UCU defensive coordmatorl that we weregoingtosurpn sea lot of people based on what
I saw ove r those 10 days," he said.
The season, however, started
slowly, especially offensively, as
JC U struggled against Gannon,
Ohio Northern and Marietta . Carroll escaped wnh victories, however. and then began to play well
w11h the only bump in the road
bemg a loss to Mount.
"With each game we got bet-

ter," Fletcher said. "The guys got
more experience. There's no substitute for experience."
Experience looked to be the
problem for the Blue Streaks as
they began the 1997 campaign.
JCU faced the task of replacing a
number of key players, including
the conference's most outstanding
defensive lineman and linebacker
in 1996, both running backs and
both the kicker and punter
[At the beginning of the season] we said 'Let's make a name for
ourselves,'" junior quarterback
Nick Caserio said. "You have to
find an Jdentityeach year as a team
and l think we found our identity.
We were a team. It wasn't a bunch
of individuals. We were a team
and we played together and that's
why we were able to have the success we did."
Said Fletcher, 'We had a very
fulfillingand a very enjoyable season. It was probably the most fun
I've had playing football.'
Now armed with the playoff
experience of this season and a
solid returningnucleus,JCU turns
its sights to the 1998 season.
Caserio said this year's playoff
games will provide valuable learning experience other teams did not
receive, and aid in the maturation
process of what was a fairly young,
inexperienced team.
"We're expecting a lot of good
things from ourselves," said
Caserio about next year.
"We'll set our goals high,"
DeCarlo said. "We've been here.
We like bemg here and we'd like
to end it a little better than how
we ended this season."

FLASHES
A RECORDYOUDRA THERNOT HAVEMount Union's 59 points Saturday marked the
first time in the 78-year history of the JCU
program that a team has broken the 50-point
barrier. It is also the most number of points
allowed by the Blue Streaks in that 78-year
span, which covers 652 games.
OOMINATING -Mount now leads the alltime series with jCU 11-2-2, and has won the
last seven contests. . . . Mount now has a
winning streak of 26 games, the best in all of
college football. ... jCU will once again travel
to Alliance for next year's conference game
with Mount Mount is now 92-6-l at home in
the 1990's.
APOSTSEASONRARlTY-jCU'sgamewith
Mount Sarurdaywasonly the second time ever
two Ohio Athletic Conference schools faced
each other in the playoffs. Theothertime was
in 1978 when Baldwin-Wallace beat
Wittenberg in the Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl to
win the Division Ill national championship.
CASERIO TIDBITS-Junior Nick Caserio is
22-4-2as the starting quarterback atjCU. All
four losses have come ro Mount. . .. Caserio is
just one of s1x quarterbacks in OAC history to
throw for more than 5,000 yards and more
than 50 touchdown passes in a career.... All
three of semor Ryan Cavanaugh's interceptions this year came against Mount.
RECEIVING STREAKS - Sophomore tight
end Tom Koltz has caught a pass in llstraight
games ... Junior Dean Reidy had his consecutive pass catching streak snapped at 17 in the
victory over Hanover.
FIRSTS- junior Alan StMarie and sophomore Brian Zielaskiewicz each grabbed their
first career interceptions against Hanover...
The Hanover game marked the first time senior London Fletcher did not leadjCU in tack-

les. Sophomore Tom Rini was tops on the team with
10, while Fletcher had seven . ... JCU became the first
team to score any points in the first quarter against
Mount this season when junior Mike Ten Brink hit
paydirt from six yards out.
IRON MEN - Seniors Ed Griffith and Kyle
Kowalski., and Fletcher started every game the past
two seasons. . . . Senior Mark DiDonato and junior
Chris Kozlik, both linemen, were the only players to
starr every game at the same position on offense this
season. . .. Bob Juliana is the only four-year
letterwinner amo~g this year's senior class.
AWARD FINALISTS - Fletcher is one of lO finalists fort he l997 Gagliardi Trophy, awarded annually
to the outstanding football player at the NCAA Division Ill level. ... Junior Doug Moore is one of three
finalists for the Paul Hoernemann Award , given annually to the top defensive lineman in the OAC.
RECORDS - Fletcher set rhe new school mark for
tackles in a season wirh 202... Ziegler finished the
season as the national punt return champiOn with a
19.6 yards per rewrn average and 626 total punt return yards... Freshmanjosh Schneider was first in
theOACandsixthin the nation with a 42.3 yards per
punt average.
KEEPSPINNIN'THOSERECORDS - ln addition to
breaking the record for the longest punt return in a
NCAA Division lll playoff game against Hanover,
Z1egler also broke the record for most total punt return yards in a single game wnh 140, which also
broke the total team punt return yardage mark for a
single game. He was named, for the second time this
year, the Football Gazette National Division 111 Special Teams Player of the Week for that performance
FINALLY- jCU's 370 points this year broke the
school record for points in a single season, previously
held by last year's squad with 362
BRIAN MURPHY
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Starting off on the right foot

LAS H ES

Men 's basektball wins four straight and a pair of tournaments

0

2-0 heading into top tourney
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round to take the title .... Chris Pap and Chad
Stein were the on I y freshmen to see playing
time for Carroll in the tournaments, combining
for six points.

POSTSEASON FALL SPORTS HONORS- The
ful, ttcan do nothing but boost the
Ohio Athletic Conference announced its All-conStaff Reporter
confidence of the team ," said
ference teams. Blue Streaks on the list:
The Universityof North Caro- Volkmann. "We will use this win
All-DAC football selections
lina has the "Tobacco Road" ri- as a barometer for where our team
First Team
valry with Duke and Wake Forest is going."
WHAT A WlN- The Streaks 125-64 win over
• Mark DiDonato, senior, offensive tackle
in NCAA Division I basketball
Another factor that increased
Huntmgdon in the first round of the AWC
• London Fletcher, senior, linebacker
ow, Cleveland's own Cedar the magnitude of the CSU victory
tournament represents their largest margin of
• Ed Griffith, senior, cornerback
Road has built
was the absence
victory under coach Mike Moran. .. . Despite
• Doug Moore, junior, defensive tackle
up its own loof returning 134the outpouring of points against Huntingdon,
• josh Schneider, freshman, punter
Division ill National
pound
A 11cal competi·
no Streak scored more than 15 .... Sophomore
• David Ziegler, sophomore, special teams
Wrestling Cooches Assoc. Poll American Brantion of note beScott Beran had a career-h igh 13 points and
Second Team
tween
the
don Steinmetz,
eight rebounds in the contest.
I. Augsburg (Minn.)
• Nick Caserio,junior, quarterback
wrestling
who remains
2. Wisconsin-Lacrosse
• Pat Heenan, junior, center
teams of john
sidelined with an
A PLEASANT GREETING - 1n the men's first
3. Wurtberg (Iowa)
• Kyle Kowalsk~ senior, defensive end
Carroll Umverinjured knee. Extournament at Manchester College, sophomore
4. Simpson (Iowa)
• Tom Rini, sophomore , free safety
sity, Cleveland
pectations of the
transfer Geoff Byrne responded in his firstjCU
5. Manchester (Ind.)
Honorable Mention
State Universquad will rise
action w ith being named tournament MVP. He
6. john Carroll
• jack Marinelli, senior, strong safety
sll y, and Case
even
further
scored 29 points in the tournament , to go along
7. College of New jersey
• john Prlestap,junior, wide receiver
Western Rewhen Steinmetz
with a team- h igh four assists. ... Heidorf,
8. Wisconsin Stevens Point
serve Univerdoes make his resenior Artie Taylor, and senior Ryan Eskridge
9. Rochester lnsl of Tech.
All-DAC men's soccer selections
sity.
appearance in
were also named to the all-tournament team .
10. Cortland (N.Y.)
First Team
The JCU
the line-up.
• David Bartulovic,junior, mid fielder
wrestling team
Two weeks
• jared Huelsman, freshman, defender
clearly earned the braggingrights ago, Carroll also made the trip
A BLOWOUT OF THEIR OWN- The JCU
• Jeff Hunkele, senior, mid fielder
to this territory last week. With down Cedar, this time to face
women recorded their biggest ma rgi n of victory
• Grant Mast, senior, goalkeeper
vic wries over CWRU and the Di- CWRU, perenially a strong Divisince Dec. 28th of last year with an 89-53 win
Second Team
vision 1 CSU, the Blue Streaks sion Ill program.
over North Carolina Wesleyan in the Cathloic
• Michael Pap, sen ior, mid fielder
proved themselves to be top dogs
The match began w ith a split
University Tournamen t .... Against Hiram
Honorable Mention
in the Cleveland area.
Tuesday, the Streaks made 12-of -13 free throws
of the first four matches, but t he
• Brian Cavalier, freshman,[orwa rd
Armed with two victories and Streaks dominated the heavier
(92%) in the first half. .. . Senior MollyBrenlove
• Jim Myers, senior, mid fielder
an unblemished record, thejCU weight classes on their way to a
has scored in double figures in three of the first
arsenal journeyed down Cedar 32-9 drubbing of the Spartans.
four
games, and leads the team w ith an average
Academic All-DAC selections
Road last Tuesday to take on the
Senior Grant Varnum made
of 11.3 ppg.
foo tball
Vikings of Cleveland State, who quick work of his opponent, pin• Mark Beier, senior, Accounting, 3.27 GPA
posstbly feature their top squad ning his 190-pound counterpart
TECHNICAl DIFFICULTIES - Duri ng the
• Nick Caserio,junior, finance, 3.37
in recent memory.
first game of the Catholic University Tournain less than two minutes in record• Jeff Pay, senior, Biology, 3.44
"They had red-shined a couple ing his second pin of the season.
ment between jCU and Kings College, there
• Edd ie Novak, junior, finance, 3.38
of their wrestlers, and they had
were more than a dozen problems with the
Eslich contributed to the onMen's Soccer
obably tbe$lton
line-up we slaugh t w ith a pin 1:17 into the
operation
of the shot clock. Also, with about a
• Jeff Hunkele, senior, Finance, 3.50
ave ace 1n t c ast few years," match to captu re a vicwry in the
1:40 left and a two-poi nt game, the lights went
• Grant Mast, semor, Bus. Man. & Log., 3.73
head coach Kerry Volkman said. heavyweight class.
out in the bui lding, causing a 15 m inute delay.
• Michael Pap, senior, Biology, 3.20
"They havethreeorfour wrestlers
The team is hopeful t hat
• jon Bowman, junior, Philosophy, 3.70
who are ran ked in the top 20 na- Steinmetz will return to the lineVEXING THE VIKINGS - ThejCU wrestling
• Christian Hansen, junior, Finance, 3.66
tionally in thei r Diviswn I upfo r the sixth-ranked Streaks in
team's 26-16 victory over Cleveland State
Women's Soccer
weight classes."
time for this Saturday's tournaUniversity last week marked the firs t time the
• Elizabeth Chambers, senior, Finance, 3.80
The Streaks were paced by jun· ment hosted by Rochester InstiStreaks
have ever beaten CSU two years in a row.
volleyball
iorMikeStullat l58pounds. Stull tute of Technology. "He is still go• Nicole Peterson, junior, Psychology, 3.57
upset Brian Sashko,a 1996 NCAA ing through rehabilitation as we
QlnCK PINS · Senior wrestler Nate
~ Molly Ridenour, junior, Education, 3.51
Div1s1on I qualifier, 3-2.
speak, but we are hopeful th at he
Samblanet has already equalled his total from
tull made another large con· will be able for duty this weeklast year of two dual meet wins .. . . junior Mike
TAKING OVER THE TOURNE YS- With its
tnbution totheteamagainstCSU. end," said Volkmann.
American Weavers Classic tournament title this Stull spent the summer on a small college all1 h1s extra effort, however, came
The tourname nt features two
star wrestling team that traveled to England. As
past weekend, thejCU men's basketball team
as a vocal one. Stu 11 gave a pre- other teams that are currently
the 158-pound starter this year, Stull in 3-2
has now won five consecutive regular season
match pep talk to sophomore ranked in the Division lllNational
tournament titles.... 1n both tournamentsjCU overall and 2-0 in dual meets.
jimmy Hronek, encouraging a Wrestling Coaches Association
has played in, the squad has defeated the host
new preparation approach fort he Poll, the host team at ninth, and
schools (Maryville and Manchester) in the final
MARK BOLEK¥
younger Streak.
Cortland (N.Y)at lOth.
"Mtke recommended a different warm-up routine, and I was
much more loose,and relaxed as a
result,"satd Hronek. "I was able to
stay calm and very focused"
Q
This change in preparation
was well-timed and very effective,
as Hronek used this advice en I
I
routr to his first victory as a CarI
I
rollwrestlerinthcfa hionof al46 major decision in the 126-pound :
RICJDIOND J\l.ALL NEXT TO SoNY MOVIES • RICHMOND Hrs.
:
class.
Monday
I
Much credit and praise forth is I
Miller
Monday
Night
Football
I
vicwry was given to assistant
Known all over Northeastern OhiO as THE piOce to go
Big Screen TVs - 99¢ Drafts
I
coach Anthony Pariano, who took 1
for excellent food. entertainment and fun shopping
1
Come Watch "Melrose Place1
majority control of the retgns
111'U ~ ...............
while coach Volkmann was perEvery Wednesday
1
ChNie. Amei!COn, 'WQetclkl 1, Mongalan. M8111c:an.
forming his duties as assistant 1
nclcrl, Cotl8e Shqll. plul rrulc Clld ~at
College I.D. Nite
coach of thejCU football team .
bal Clld cUls
No Cover with College I.D. for 21 & oven
•
"Coach Pariano guided the
S''rJIII-lhqul. altemotl\leihopl. .. ctldndotdottr.Q.
team while the football season
TNrsday
jewelry. Oft. muie. C<J1l)i\g q:del. AI~
wound down and he did a great
11\Clppflg lbot you wa'l't lnd n a mea Book llola
Ladies'
Night
job prepanng our guys mentally
antiqUe Slqll. vlntoge clott*lg. hllolth toodll. hair
Jarnnw1 92 Night Out with Big Dave!
1
IQion••.and nu:n mcxelll
and physically,' said Volkmann.
Other sol1d jobs were registered
·································~
Frl & Sat
TUIIIr •• CllaiLA lheot8r
by Justin Kerr(167), Nate Samble·
I)U ftm l\.lll'flCMel at a rastoced
I
D
ance
Party
All
N~t Long!
I
net 050), Rtch Eslich (Heavylandrnalk lheaflf,
wetght), and Mike Scripps (118).
Leea lila\ 20mRJ!e; tft:lm c:lo'Nnlown. mRitel aviOI ~
Swrlay
I
A victory of thts magnitude I
Chc Clld \ktiYMIIV oete. lhere'aplenty of paldng n ttif City Parldng
WZAK
night
out
with
Kym
Sellers
&
the
Gifted
One,
w1ll undoubtedly have lastingef[)eel( lor;allild n tne miclcle or tree ltoOAllnO lldp.
Mark Coxl
I
fects on the Carroll team. "Any- I
time you are able to step imo the
COme Allllur
'foi'U
J• • •·· · ·· ·· ······················~
DivisiOn I arena and be success- •
216- 646- 9"750

Robert McCarthy

Rayl

Staff Reporter

It certainly appearsthejohnCarroll University men's basketball team is ready tO
begin the grind of the conference season.
After increasing their record to a perfect
4-0 with two impressive victories at the
American Weavers Classic in Maryville,
Tenn ., the Blue Streaks find themselves facing four Oh io At hletic Con ference opponents in the next two weeks.
JCU posted victories over Lawrence and
host Ma nchester Nov. 21 and 22 to wi n the
Manchester Invi tatio nal.
"TheOACschedule is definitel y the most
tmponant part of the year," senior Mike Pap
said. "1t's important for us to get off on the
right foot. We have to be on top of our game
every lllght because any team can beat you
on any given nig h t."
Although fou r victOries does not make a

season, it seemsjCU is adjusting q uite well
tO life without last year's graduated seniors.
"Most people see John Carroll as trying
to recover, or being weaker, because of the
fact we lost four seniors," said senior Artie
Taylor. "We're looking forward to the
struggle of the OAC season. There are no
surprises. Everybody knows what everybody else is going to do. Hopefully, we can
let everybody know thatj CU is still a force
to be reckoned with."
j CU ope ned OAC play last mght at
Hiram It will battle Otterbein at the Don
Shu!a Sports Center Saturday at 7:30p.m in
its home opener. It will bej CU's only home
contest in the month of December, as the
me n will return to the road u ntiljan . 7.
"We're sincerely hoping for a good turnout from the student body... T hey've been
good w us," said JCU head coach Mike
Moran . "l can't stress enough the impor-
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Mark Boleky
Assis tant Sports Editor

Jackie Tadych
Sophomore, Basketball

Scored a career-high
17 points in Saturday's
71-63 win over conference

foe

Otterbein.

Through four games, is
second on the team in
(1 0 .5)

and

.3).
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Cleveland St. to break a

own."

Recorded a pin at 2:19
of his first period match

7-7 tie. Currently 4-2
overall and 2-0 in dual
meets in the 150-pound

T he Streaks enjoyed a breezer
Tuesday over Hiram,88-60, in their
ho me opener, holding a doubled igit lead for most of the game.
Senior for ward Molly Bren love
contin ued her consisten t play
wi th 16 point s and 11 rebounds.
Outside shooting, a strength of

Happy Holidays
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dent w keep the lead throughout
the game and not let up.'
In the prev1ous weekend, the
treaks kicked off thetr season
wtth a thtrd place showmg in the
Catholic Umverslly Tournament,
he ld tn Washington , D.C. In the
first game,JCU lost a close game to
Kings College CPa.). 69-62. The
women rebounded 111 theconsola
tion game, though , to romp over
North Carolina Wesleyan , 89-53.
Tadych paced the Streaks with
14 points and four rebound~ m the
second game On the weekend,

thejCU backcoun thts year, only
produced four three-pointers on
the night Exceptional penetration and forward play, though,
brought on the htgh score.
A strong Carroll defense created 23 Temer turnovers in the
ro ut. Marrapese nabbed fo ur steals
and leads the squad wi th 14 so far
"With us changi ng up ou r defense, it threw[Hiram[off balance,"
saidMarrapese "ltallcomesfrom
the press, and we were able to get a
few easy layups."
JCU also held off threats by
...,...,,....,,._.,.. ---·-~ ·- - UJ.4oi,IJII,<lll

ing the tempo of the game, and
won, 71-63. Sophomore guards
jackie Tadych and Allison Likar
scoredcareerhighsw1th !?and 13
points, respectively.
Otter bein played a phys ica l
game but the Streaks reaped the
benefits by maki ng 22-of-30 free
throws.
Otterbein was picked one spot
aheadofj CU in thepreseasonOAC
polls at sixth. but were not able to
keep up with the pesky Carroll
defe nde rs.
"We stayed in tense th roughout
the game, especta ll y on defense,"
said Likar. "The key for the year
will be our defense.
"It kept us positi ve an d co nfi-

PI~~z
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LIVE SWING AT
JAKE'S SPEAKEASY!

··· ··· ····i~k~;~·c~~t~~h...........
Friday December 12
See The Rolling Stones Live
On DIRECT TV

6 pm: Senior Class
Happy Hour
10 pm: RoHingStonesLive
on DIRECT TV
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Senior, Wrestling
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The j ohn Carroll Un iversity
women's basketball team has
passed its first test in the Ohio
Athletic Conference, largely on the
he lp of the basic fundamentals of
intense defense and free-throw
shoori ng.
TheBlueStreaks(3·1,2-00AC)
are off to a solid sta rt in the conference after wins over Hiram and
Otterbeininthepastweek.lnboth
games,jCU has been agressive de fensively mcreaLingturnoversand
From the fou ine, Carroll has
shot 44-of-59 (75%), aga inst 18of -49 (37%) for their opponents.
"We're always practicing free
throws," satd senior guard Christine Marrapese, who is 10-of-13
from the line. "Wedotonsof d rills
that in volve fou l shoot ing, and
[headcoachCaro!Duga n]isalways
stressing to shoot fou Ishots on our

1

1
1
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1
I
1
1

player, netted 18 points, which came into
the game ranked eighth nationally. Taylor
led the Streaks with 19 pomts and 16 re·
bounds on his way toj01mng hts teammate
in being named to the all -tournament team.
"We're happy with the wm , but we're not
satisfied," Taylor said. "We didn't play as
well as we could have. We're still trying to
improve on some of the little thtngs, like
turnovers."
JCU began the tournament by destroying Huntingdon College, 125·64. The 125
points was the most pomts ever scored by a
Blue Streak team, breaking the record of
124 set against Carnegie-Mellon in 1990.
"lt'salways important to win these games
for the end of the season," said Pap. "These
victories sometimes influence whether or
not you make the NCAA Tournament, especially sin e Maryville was fairly highranked."

Women pick up early OAC wins

!

....................................

tance of having that extra support. In the
last few years, they've ca rned us through
some hard times on the court ."
Carroll overcame early foul trouble Sunday to defeat host Maryville, 73-62. With
junior Geoff Byrne and senior Ryan Eskridge
both sidelined by early first half fou l trouble,
Moran called upon his bench to provtde
some much-needed depth. Senior Ian Daum
and junior Dan Coxon played important
roles playing in place of the two starters.
"We got into fo ul trouble instantly, but
other kids really stepped up their games,"
Moran said "Luke Dautovic, our point
g ua rd, had his best game of the season and
did a real nice job. Artie Taylor and Mark
Heidorf also had really huge games. We
werefonunatetocomeawaywith a victory.
lt was a good experience for us to play
through some adversity."
Heidorf, the tournament most valuable

-------------------------------------------------
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Men's basektball wins four straight and a pair of tournaments

2-0 heading into top tourney
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Matt Rayl
round to take the title .... Chris Pap and Chad
Stein were the only freshmen to see playing
time for Carroll in the tournaments, combining
for six points.

POSTSEASON FALL SPORTS HONORS- The
ful, it can do nothing but boost the
Ohio Athletic Conference announced its A11-conStaff Reporter
conftdence of the team," said
ference teams. Blue Streaks on the list:
The University of North Caro- Volkmann. "We will use this win
Ali-QAC football selections
lina has the "Tobacco Road" ri- as a barometerforwhereourteam
First Team
valry with Duke and Wake Forest is going."
WHAT A WIN- The Streaks 125-64 win over
• Mark DiDonato, senior, offensive tackle
in NCAA Division l basketball
Another factor that increased
Huntingdon in the first round of the AWC
• London Fletcher, senior, linebacker
Now, Cleveland's own Cedar the magnnude of the CSU victory
tournament represents their largest margin of
• Ed Griffith, senior, cornerback
Road has built
was the absence
vicwry under coach Mike Moran .... Despite
• Doug Moore, junior, defensive tackle
up its own lo- r---------:----. of retu rnmg 134the outpouring of points against Huntingdon,
• Josh Schneider, freshman , punter
Division ill National
pound
All cal competi no Streak scored more than 15 .... Sophomore
• David Ziegler, sophomore, special teams
tion of note be- Wrestling Coaches Assoc. Poll American BranScott
Beran had a career-high 13 points and
Second Team
tween
the
don Steinmetz,
eight rebounds in the comesr.
l. Augsburg (Minn.)
• Nick Caserio,junior,quarterback
wrestling
who remains
2. Wisconsin-Lacrosse
• Pat Heenan, junior, center
teams of John
sidelined with an
3. Wunberg (Iowa)
A PLEASANT GREETING- In the men's first
• Kyle Kowalski, senior, defensive end
Carroll Univerinjured knee. Ex4. Simpson (Iowa)
tournament at Manchester College, sophomore
• Tom Rini, sophomore, free safety
sity, Cleveland
pectations of the
transfer Geoff Byrne responded in his firstjCU
5. Manchester (lnd.)
Honorable Mention
State Universquad will rise
action with being named tournament MVP. He
6.]ohn Carroll
• Jack Marinelli, senior. strong safety
sity, and Case
even
further
scored 29 points in the tournament, to go along
7. College of New jersey
• John Prlestap,jun ior, wide receiver
Western Rewhen Steinmetz
with a team-high four assists.. . . Heidorf,
8. Wisconsin Stevens Point
serve Uni verdoes make his resenior Artie Taylor, and senior Ryan Eskridge
9. Rochester lnst. of Tech.
All-QAC men's soccer selections
sity.
appearance in
were also named to the all-tournament team.
10. Cortland (N.Y.)
First Team
The JCU
the line-up.
• David Banulovic,junior, mid fielder
wrest! ing team
Two weeks
• jared Huelsman, freshman. defender
clear] yearned the bragging rights ago, Carroll also made the trip
A BLOWOUT OF THEIR OWN- The JCU
• Jeff Hunkele, senior, midfielder
to this territory last week. With down Cedar, this time to face
women recorded their biggest margin of victory
• Grant Mast, senior, goalkeeper
victories over CWRU and the Di- CWRU. perenially a strong Divisince Dec. 28th of last year with an 89-53 win
Second Team
vision 1 CSU, the Blue Streaks sion Ill program.
over orth Carolina Wesleyan in the Cathloic
• Michael Pap, senior, mid fielder
proved themselves to be top dogs
University Tournament .... Against Hiram
The match began with a split
Honorable Mention
in the Cleveland area.
of the first four matches, but the
Tuesday, the Streaks made 12-of-13 free throws
• Brian Cavalier, freshman, forward
Armed with two victories and Streaks dominated the heavier
(92%) in thdirst half ... Senior MollyBrenlove
• Jim Myers, senior, mid fielder
an unblemished record, thejCU weight classes on their way to a
has scored in double figures in three of the first
arsenal journeyed down Cedar 32-9 drubbing of the Spartans.
four
games, and leads the team with an average
Academic All-QAC selections
Road last Tuesday to take on the
Senior Grant Varnum made
of 11.3 ppg.
football
Vikings of Cleveland State, who qUJck work of his opponent, pin• Mark Beier, senior, Accounting, 3.27 GPA
posstbly feature their top squad ning his 190-pound counterpart
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTIES- During the
• Nick Caserio,jun ior, Finance, 3.37
in recent memory.
in less than two minutes in recordfirst
game of the Catholic University Tourna• Jeff Pay, senior, Biology,3.44
"They had red-sh irted a couple ing his second pin of the season.
ment between jCU and Kings College, there
• Eddie Novak, junior, Finance, 3.38
of their wrestlers, and they had
Eslich contributed to the onwere more than a dozen problems with the
Men's Soccer
obably the5uonp Une-upwe s\aught w\th a pin 1:17 i.nto the
operation of the shot clock. A \so. with about a
• Jeff Hunkele, senior, Finance, 3.50
ave ace 1n the Jast ew years,
match to ca pt urc a victory in the
1:40 left and a two-point game, the lights went
• Grant Mast, senior, Bus. Man.&: Log .. 3.73
head coach Kerry Volkman said. heavyweight class.
out in the building, causing a 15 minute delay.
• Michael Pap, senior, Biology. 3.20
"They have three or four wrestlers
The team is hopeful that
• Jon Bowman, junior, Philosophy, 3.70
who are ranked in the lOp 20 na- Steinmetz will return to the lineVEXING THE VIKINGS- ThejCU wrestling
• Christian Hansen,junior, Finance, 3.66
tionally in their Division I up for the sixth-ranked Streaks m
team's 26-16 victory over Cleveland State
Women's Soccer
weight classes."
time for this Saturday's tournaUniversity last week marked the first time the
• Elizabeth Chambers, senior, Finance, 3.80
The Streaks were paced by jun- ment hosted by Rochester lnsti·
Streaks
have ever beaten CSU two years in a row.
Volleyball
iorMikeStullat I58 pounds. Stull tute of Technology. "He is still go• Nicole Peterson, junior, Psychology, 3.57
upset Brian Sashko,a 1996NCAA ing through rehabilitation as we
QUICK PINS- Senior wrestler Nate
~ Molly Ridenour, junior, Education, 3.51
Dt vision 1qualifier. 3-2.
speak. but we are hopeful that he
Samblanet has already equalled his total from
Stull made another large con- will be able for duty this weeklast year of two dual meet wins .... junior Mike
TAKING OVER THE TOURNEYS- With its
uibuti ntotheteamagainstCSU. end," said Volkmann.
American Weavers Classic tournament title this Stull spent the summer on a small college all1 hts extra effort, however, came
The tournament features two
star wrestling team that traveled to England. As
past weekend, thejCU men's basketball team
as a vocal one. Stull gave a pre- other teams that are currently
the 158-pound starter this year, Stull in 3-2
has now won five consecutive regular season
match pep talk to sophomore ranked in the Division Ill National
tournament titles.... ln both tournamentsjCU overall and 2-0 in dual meets.
jimmy Hronek. encouraging a Wrestling Coaches Association
has played in, the squad has defeated the host
new preparauon approach fort he Poll, the host team at ninth, and
MARKBOLEKY
schools (Maryville and Manchester) in the final
younger treak.
Cortland (N.Y) at lOth.
"Mtke recommended a different warm -up routine, and I was
much more loose,and relaxed as a
I
I
result," said Hronek "1 was able to
stay calm and very focused."
This change m preparalion
waswell-timedand very effective, 1
1
as Hronek used this advice en I
I
route to his first victory as a CarI
I
roll wrestlerm thefashionof al46 major decision in the 126-pound :
RtcmtoND l\IALL NEXT ro SoNY :r.toVIEB - RicmroND Hrs.
:
class.
Monday
I
Much crcdttand pra1se forthts I
Miller
Monday
Ni~t
Football
1
victory was given to assistant
Known oll over Northeastern OhiO as THE place to go
Big Screen TVs- 99¢ Drafts
I
coach Anthony Pariano, who took 1
for excellent food. entertainment end tun shopping
1
Come Watch "Melrose Place1
majority control of the reigns
111'U ~ Wllllll--...
while oach Volkmann was per1
Every
Wednesday
1
OW\ele. Amellc:oo. \legetcllon. Mongolian. Meldcon.
formtng his duties as assistant
College I.D. Nite
1
1
""""'· Coll8e Sllqll, pU nulc and·~" at
coach of thejCU football team.
ba1 alCI CliJ)S
No Cover with College lD. for 21 & overt
.I
"Coach Pariano guided the
L
SberJIII-IXJIQUe. Clltemcll\le ~.....th a11c1nc1 ot doliW\g.
team while the football season
1
TMrsday
I
JewelrY. giiii.I'IUic. CCI'f'C,lhg ll.fPCIIel. AJ (1ICit
wound down and he did a great
IIIOIJPnQ that vou won't lind In a mea Book ltolel,
1
Ladies·
Nl~t
1
job prepanng our guys mentally
antiqUe Sl'qll.llfnloo- cloiNng. healltl foods. hoi
Janvnin' 92 N~t Out with Big Dave!
1
IQion.•.and m.dl mcxelll
and physically,' said Volkmann.
Other soltd jobs were registered
·································~
CII•L
A lhealer teatumg IriS!\. exdllrtg piOVI..,
Frl & Sat
by justin Kerr(l67), NateSamble\
nn
1*Js
ftllt 11M! rrw:Mel at a HllfOied
I
Dance Party All N~t Long!
I
net 050), Rich Eslich (Heavylc:rldmalk 1heat81'.
~
weight), and Mike Scripps (llS).
l81s1tm 20mlhJtellom downtown. rrftdill a.KJV ~
Sulctay
I
A victory of this magnitude I
Chc and l.rMAIV Qcle. lhenl'a pler;ly 0( PCII'*'O In tttf
Palldng
will undoubtedly have lasting ef- I WZAK ~t out with Kym Sellers & the Gifted One. 1
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Mart Cox!
I
fects on the Carroll team. "Any- I
time you are able to step into the
lOr All HU Gr I Dlle'Dif. You"U
J•·······························~
DiviSIOn I arena and be success- •
216-646-9750
Robert McCarthy

Staff Reporter

It certai nlyappears the john Carroll University men's basketball team is ready to
begin the grind of the conference season.
After increasing their record to a perfect
4-0 with two impressive victories at the
American Weavers Classic in Maryville,
Tenn., the Blue Streaks find themselves facin g four Ohio Athletic Conference opponents in the next two weeks.
jCU posted victories over Lawrence and
host Manchester Nov. 21 and 22 to win the
Manchester Invitational.
'TheOACsc hedule isdefinitely the most
im ponam pan of the year," senior Mike Pap
said. "It's important for us to get off on the
right foot. We have to be on top of our game
every mght because any team can beat you
on any given night."
Although four victories does nor make a

season, it seemsjCU i.s adjusting quite well ranee of having that extra support. ln the player, netted 18 pomts, which came into
to life without last year's graduated seniors. last few years, they've earned us through the game ranked etghth nattonally. Taylor
led the Streaks with 19 points and 16 re"Most people see john Carroll as trying some hard times on the court."
Carroll overcame early foul trouble Sun- bounds on his way tojoimng his teammate
to recover, or being weaker, because of the
fact we lost four seniors," said senior Artie day to defeat host Maryville. 73-62. With in being named totheall-tournamentteam.
"We're happy with the win, but we're not
Taylor. "We're looking forward to the JUnior Geoff Byrne and senior Ryan Eskridge
struggle of the OAC season. There are no both sidelined by early first half foul trouble, satisfied," Taylor said. "We didn't play as
surprises. Everybody knows what every- Moran called upon his bench to provide well as we could have. We're sulltrymg to
body else is going to do. Hopefully, we can some much-needed depth. Senior ian Daum improve on some of the little things. like
let everybody know thatjCU is still a force and junior Dan Coxon played important turnovers."
JCU began the tournament by destroyto be reckoned with."
roles playing in place of the two starters.
"We got into foul trouble instantly, but ing Huntingdon College, 125-64 The 125
jCU opened OAC play last night at
Hiram. It will battle Otterbein at the Don other kids really stepped up their games," points was the most pOintS ever scored by a
Shula Sports Center Saturday at 7:30p.m in Moran said. "Luke Dautovic, our point Blue Streak team, breaking the record of
its home opener. It will bejCU'sonly home guard, had his best game of the season and 124 set against Carnegie-Mellon in 1990
"lt'salwaysimportant to win these games
contest in the month of December, as the did a real nice job. Artie Taylor and Mark
men will return to the road untiljan. 7.
Heidorf also had really huge games. We for the end of the season," sa1d Pap. "These
"We're sincerely hoping for a good rum- were fortunate to come away with a victory. victories sometimes influence whether or
out from the student body.... They've been It was a good experience for us to play not you make the NCAA Tournament. especially since Maryville was fatrly high good to us," satd JCU head coach Mike through some adversity."
Heidorf, the tournament most valuable ranked."
Moran. "l can't stress enough the impor~-------------------------------------------------

Women pick up early OAC wins
Mark Boleky
Assistant Sports Ed ttor

Sophomore, Basketball

Scored a career-high
17 points in Saturday's
71-63 win over conference

foe

Otterbein.

Through four games, is
second on the team in
(1 0.5)

and

R
rock and roll

The john Carroll University
women's basketball team has
passed its first test in the Ohio
Athletic Conference,large! yon the
help of the basic fundamentals of
intense defense and free-throw
shooting.
TheBlueStreaks(3-1,2-00AC)
are off to a solid start in the conference after wins over Hiram and
Otterbein in the past week.ln both
games,jCU has been agressivede fensively in crea tingt urnoversand

theJCU backcourtthis year, only dent to keep the lead throughout
produced four three-pointers on the game and not let up.'
In the prevtous weekend , the
the night Exceptional penetration and forward play, though . Streaks ktcked off their cason
wtth a tlurd place showing in the
brought on the high score.
A strong Carroll defense cre- Cachohc Umversity Tournament,
ated 23 Terrier turnovers in the held In Washtngton. D.C. In the
rout. Marrapese nabbed four steals first ga me,JCU lost a close game to
and leads the squad with 14 so far. Kings College (Pa), 69-62 The
"With us changtng up our de- women rebounded In th~ consola fense, it threwiHiram]off balance," tion game, though. to romp over
onh Carolina Wesleyan. 89-53.
said Marrapese. "ltallcomesfrom
Tadych paced the Streaks wtth
the press, and we were able to get a
l4pointsandfourre oundstnthe
few easy lay ups."
JCU also held off threats by second g,Jmc. n the weekend ,
Wiii•IIU4Jl -

against Josh Smith of

has
shot 44-of -59 (75%), against ISof -49 (37%) for their opponents.
"We're always practicing free
throws." said senior guard Christine Marrapese, who is 10-of-13
from the line. "Wedotonsof drills
that involve foul shooting, and
lheadcoachCarolDuganlisalways
stressing to shoot foul shots on our

Cleveland St. to break a

own."

Senior, Wrestling
Recorded a pin at 2:19
of his first period match

7-7 tie. Currently 4-2
overall and 2-0 in dual
meets in the 150-pound

•••••••••••••••••••••
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The Streaks enjoyed a breezer
Tuesday over H iram,88-60,in their
home opener, holding a doubledigit lead for most of the game.
Senior forward Molly Brenlove
continued her consistent play
with 16 points and 11 rebounds.
Outstde shooting. a strength of

ing the tempo of the game, and
won, 71-63. Sophomore guards
jackie Tadych and Allison L1kar
scored career highs with 17 and 13
points, respectively.
Otterbein played a physical
game, but the Streaks reaped the
benefits by making 22-of-30 free
throws.
Otterbein was picked one spot
aheadofjCU in the preseasonOAC
polls at sixth, but were not able to
keep up with the pesky Carroll
defenders.
"We stayed intense throughout
the game, especial! yon defense,"
said Likar. "T he key for the year
will be our defense.
'lt kept us posittve and confi-

15 rebounds and was named roche
all-tournament team. "We alw;.~ys
try to do at least one ntce trip a
year," said Dugan "I think 1t' a
great experience for the team "
The women will get another
trip this week, although this trek
will only be to West Virginia for
the Bethany College Holiday Tournament. The first game will be
Friday against West Virginia Tech.
followed by either Bethany or
Seton Hill the next day.
'These tournaments are great
and we had a great tnp to Washington." said Marrapese. 'I enjoy
traveling. As opposed to seeing
the same teams, we get get to see
teams from around the country.'

:
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Friday December 12
See The Rolling Stones Live
On DIRECT TV

6 pm: Senior Class
Happy Hour
10 pm: Rolling Stones Live
on DIRECT TV
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Mandatory
volunteering?
1t is the John Carroll mission to be "men and women for
others." Between the Center for Community Service and Campus
Ministry, the Carroll community offers a wide variety of opportunities for students to fulfill this mission through volunteerism.
The act of getting students involved in community service has
never required "pulling teeth." Most Carroll students whole·
hearredly give of themselves and their time when service activities are presented on campus. It would seem unnecessary for
administration to require the student body to participate in
community service inordertograduate. Yet, this could possibly
become a reality.
Is the act of essentially demanding community service of
students defeating the purpose of serving others? It would seem
the act of volunteering would be done with the expectation of
nothing in return. While some Freshman Seminar students are
required to complete a certain number of service hours, this
should not be something imposed upon the entire student body.
Although it may be good ro introduce new students to service,
volunteensm later in the college career should be a choice made
by each individual.
Since volunteer opportunities are obviously accessible on the
john Carroll campus, there should be no need for it to be made
mandatory Allowing students to get involved with volunteering
on their own ensures that they are doing so for the right reasons,
not just for a grade or credit The intentions of individuals who
are forced to do anything are usually half-heaned, and this
would be no different with mandatory community service. The
idea of students volunteering because they "have to" instead of
because they want to just seems wrong and mosrcerrainlyagainst
the John Carroll mission statement.
Although one should not have to be rewarded for volunteering, efforts should not go unnoticed. John Carroll offers a commumty se rvice course which gives credit to students for volunteering, but add1uonal academ ic opponunines for community
serv1ee wou ld likely producegenume mce nti ve for students. As
well as offenng more comm unity serv ice courses, the Center for
Com munit y Serv ice and Campus Ministry co uld offer small
amounts of credit for outstand ing st udent volunteerism . That
way. students w1t h the des1re to be "men and women for others·
can do so of the1r own free wilL

Wedding Bluffl
Commentary by Sara E Buss

Making the grade
may not matter
As students return from a restful Thanksgiving break. the
impending research papers, tests and qui zzes that loom ahead
most likely strike fear into the heart of every collegesmdent. For
the next two weeks, the library will turn into a second home and
every sparemomem will probably be spent in an open text book
m preparation for that oh so dreaded week of finals. So why do
a11 students find themselves partici paring in th is uni versal srressouroverstudywg? Well,foronesimp!ereason:they are trying to
make the grade. But, the grade that is actually made may not
really matter in the world outside of the realm of college.
Students at Carroll may soon find that their high GPA's will
not be taken seriously when applying to graduate school or
when auem pti ng to get a job Aside from the business school and
a few other disciplines, in the eyes of some, John Carroll in
genera1is too generous with their handing out of"A's" and therefore the grade itself has diminished. A "C is now seemingly
viewed as below average and if the notion of being average was
actually restored tothisgrade,theeffect that it would have on the
grade distribution would be amazing. Needless tosay,highGPA's
would most likely not be a problem anymore.
Wh1le most Carrollstudentsfeel as though they work for their
grades and get what they rightly deserve the majority of the
time, there are still those classes which are notorious for being
the "easy ' A~ courses. It is these same courses which are strongly
perpetuating grade inflation and while they disguise themselves
as optimum classes to enroll in at the present time, they may end
up only huningstudents in the end . Asmorestudemsenroll in
these courses and graciously receive "A's." the more of ajol<e the
john Carroll curriculum becomes.
While it is not advisable to just rip up term papers or burn text
books in the midst of finals, one must also keep in mind the
reality behind grades. An "A" looks much better than a "D" no
maner what the distribution scale for grades is like. But, it is also
beneficial to consider that real experience and involvement in
a
e Otlt e a~ a u-.uon..~ a >< u•u;xo "'"'!>" "'"' "'""'fset
each person apa rt. 1n actuality, the tremendous stress that most
students put themselves through when studying for finals in
order for a grade is not only unhealthy, but may not be of the
utmost importance in future choices.

FORUM
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HITS&

HIT: This Saturday's Christmas Carroll Evening. miss: Entering
into your e-mail, being elated that you have a message, but then
having your happiness shattered upon discovering it is just an allstudent e-mail. HIT /miss: Those five peaceful mornings over
break ... but doesn't the alarm clock just sound a little louder now?
HIT: The traffic lights on Belvoir being turned off over break Who
ever said that JCU doesn't have influence in University Heights?

Staff Commentary

The Jenny Jones
experience
•

I've always admired th~ claS$..Y ople who had the
courage to stand up in the audience o high quality programs like Ricki Lake and jerry Spri nger to say "You go
girl," or "Talk to the hand"
Well last month 1 moved from being just a distant admire r of those
America n heroes and became one.
On a trip to Chicago over Halloween, I found myself in one of those
invaluable seats at the set of one of
America's greatest broadcasting institutions: Thejenn yjones Show. As just
one of the 100 lucky ticket holders, I
landed one of the hottest seats in the
Denise Glaros
studio: third-rowaisleseat,what jenny
NEWS EDn D R
and I like to call,"the high traffic area."
Shuddering with nervousness about this once in a lifetime and history in the making event, I knew that this was
my chance to obtain the coveted prize every American is
ensured. I was going to get my 15 minutes of fame .
Lucky for me, the guests weren't the oh-so-boring husband I wife makeovers or long-lost family reunions. Instead, I was blessed with the more trashy guests: middleaged mothers who party, drink , smoke, and share boyfriends with their teenage daughters.
1then realized that any one of those miniskirts would
be an easy target for criticism and after several vain attempts at gettingjenny's attention, she finally thrust the
microphone in my face .
Soon I heard myself blurting out "You have no selfcon fidence" and "Act your age." But before I could even
finish my holier-t han-thou criticisms, they fough t back.
Yelling back "You wish you could look this good at our
age," I was reduced to a verbal catfight in front of millions
of viewers, supported by cheering audience members.
Being one of the only lively moments in theshow,Jenny
and her producers milked my 15 seconds of fame for all it
was worth. These 15 seconds felt like forever, until a commercial break came to my rescue and I was able to blend in
with the rest of the audience again.
My appearance was less th an sa tisfy mg because playing the pawn of the television industry was not what I
expected . I didn 'texpec tto become the center of entertainment. Ididn't even recei ve a congratu latoryca ll from President Clinton the nex t day.
Instead I received phone calls from friends, family and
strangers, wantmg to confirm th at it was reall y me on
Jenny Jones the fateful day the show aired I expla ined all
the detailsof my agonizing experience, field ing comments
such as "1 ca n't believe you did that."
I can't believe Idid it eit her But what surprises me even
more is that so many people watch The Jenny jones Show
and my dreams to become one of those idolized American
talk show heroes "was not all that and a bag of ch1ps."
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I met Julie in seventh grade,
and for the most pan , from tha t
time on we have been close
fri ends. Son shou ld n't have come
as a big shock when I ca me home
from vaca tion this summ er to
fin d a ring on her finger.
Julie and Mark were practica ll y engage d in high sc hool.
Every high sc hool has a couple
li ke the m, usually found next to
the "most likely to marry" headin g in the yearbook.
I will be the first to admit that
I was not overly exci ted that she
was getrm g married; l guess I just
thought she should spend some
time on her own before promi sin g to love, honor and cherish
Mark for the rest of her life.
A few weeks ago as I procrastinated writing some paper, I de cided tocalljulie, just to see how
th ings we re going and to ma ke
the usual plans to get together
over Thanksgiving break. Just as
I was about to ge t off the phone ,
she s~id, "Oh, yeah, by the way, I
bought a wedding dress last
weekend."
I couldn't help ir-1 was traumatized. Then came the final
blow. It turned out the dress
would bereadyover break, and in
a matter of minutes, I was committed to going to the bridal shop
with her.

~Tromthe
~hock , ! asked her to describe the

dress- huge mistake. After j ulie
talkecl for five minutes about fabrics and beading and pearls,1had
he most hideous image of the
dress
ve to "ooh
and ~ ah" over at the s op at"
wee kend.
Si nee l wasn't thinking clearly
af ter the conversation, the
thought that I would have to try
on bridesmaid's dresses never
crossed my mind. julie didn't
mention this over the phone, because she realized I would have a
nervous breakdown if I knew.
Basically, she tricked me.
Frid ay morning of break came
too qu ickly, and I found myself
walking with julie and another
friend into the local bridal shop.
Two bridal shop workers immediately descended upon us, ush ering] ulie imoan incredibly pm k
dress ing room.
\IVhen she emerged, 1 was relieved. The dress looked nothing
lik r Juli e's description , and she
looked gorgeous.
At tha t moment, I fully rea lized that julie, my friend for almost 10 years, someone who was
my age, was really getting married. I hatetoadmitit, butlgot a
bit se nt iment al.
My emotional floa t down
memory lane was squashed by
brida I shop worker number two,
who turned to me andsaid ,"Now
why don't we get you into some
dresses, dear."
This was not part of the deal.
To ea~e into the decision process,
we began by eliminating many
dress styles before even venturing to try anything on. The dress
had to have sleeves, couldn't be
pink , had to be "flowy " but
couldn 't be too "poofy" Whatever that means.
Julie handed me the first dress
which a!ready had approval fro~
the matron of honor, and before 1

knew It, I was lost m a whirl wi nd
of chiffon, sa tin and taffeta . It was
pretty, even though it was the
wrong color and four feet too long.
No problem, I was told to "imagine
that it fits and it's roya l blue"
I was content to settle wi th that
dress, bur apparently th at violates
so me rule of shopping for
bndesmaid's dresses, so I suffered
through several more dresses that
equally did noditand were not the
rig ht size, color or st yle.
After satisfying her sadistic desire to torture me with dresses with
poofy sleeves, buttons and multilayered petticoats, we left the shop,
and I was able to breathe again.
Over lunch, we were able to
move to safer topics like where the
reception will be and what music
would play as julie walks up the
aisle.
But the dress experience added
an immediacy to the whole weddi ngsi t ua tion,which was probably
a good thing. l need to be eased into
these major lifetime events, even
when I'm notdirectly involved,and
Julie knew this.
I never could have imagined
back in seventh grade that I would
be helpingplanJulie's wedding, and
to be honest, I'm still having a hard
time imagining it.
Luckily, I have until june 5,1999
ro fully prepare myself to witness
what should be thehappiestdayin
her life.
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Random Rantings ...
Commentary by Ed Klein
This ts it. My big chance to
make you,my fellow members
of the Carroll community
la ugh , cry, even think a little.
A lofty goal, to be sure, but
since lam attaining an education at The jesuit University
in Cleveland, I can handle it.
Oh dear God, what pressure, I
hope the elaborate John Carroll core curriculum has prepared me for this blissful opportunity.
This is too much for me. £f
you know me, you know how
I truly rake pleasure in the
simple aspects of life. Sunsets,
the innocent laugh of children,even a gentle rainfall,all
make me glad to be alive. I
certain] y bear no bitterness
towards anyone or anything,
especially this University. I
am a common man, I only
hope I can provide you with
an uncommon touch of wit
and sarcasm for the remainder of this column.
Oh, the simple pleasures
that abound on this campus.
Let's be honest, the only
reason I write for the paper is
to see my name in print. I am
not narcissistic, I just like the
look of my own name. Why
else would I care to deal with
honorable student leaders
constantly mocking this fine
piece of print medium, claiming that it should be printed

.Think you can gripe
better than Tom
O'Konowitz and Brian
Murphy?
Give it a try on The Carroll
News Forum page.
Call x1711.
For You. About you. By you.

Thinking about graduate school?

HATHAM CoLLEGE

on yellow paper to symbolize
yellow journalism.
If only the student leaders
recogmzed that I made them,
and therefore, lean break them.
If I ever run out of things to
Ia ugh at here at john Carroll!
can always go to the Student
Council meeting and witness
true ineptitude at work
Nothing like a !ittle red tape
to make my student representatives more efficient. Talk
about people who like hearing
the sound of their own voice.
Anyone want to make a motion?
If only in their multitude of
inane piecesoflegislation,they
actually applied basic rules of
grammar.
Oh, but they mean well. It is
just too bad that they do not
actuallydoanything. Not true,
they are revising the elections
code. WOW! That is really
exciting.
Now, the honorable chief
justice is going to wam to have
me tried for libel, because Ihave
dragged our Student Council
through the mud. Buttimeand
time again I say, if only they
actually did something.
They did get a filing cabinet, so apparently this student
administration is more organized than past ones.
That can sometimes be
more than other departments

onthiscampus. One of my new
favorite activities is petitioning
to the Dean of Arts and Sciences'
office fora certain class to count
towards a certain area of the
fabulous and intricately developed core.. llove running from
department to department to
talk to chairpersons and deans.
lamformulatingsome very lasting relationships with these
people. And I only havemyacademic advisor to thank for that
John Carroll provides me
with a seemingly endless array
of enjoyable activities. For in·
stance, try counting the number of administrators who use
the Flobee hair trimming device. Betcha get more than one.
For another fun activity,
watch Fr. Shea avoid everyone
everyday. Nor many people get
to drive two hundred meters to
work, enter the Administration
Building from the back, and cut
across the hallway to his office..
Ah,safeatlastl hwnderif security will ever tow his car?
Yes, simple pleasures are
rampant around here. I exercise
my right to attend the Student
Council meeting, then I get to
write about it. Working in tan·
dem with this fine institution, I
laugh. I cry, sometimes I even
ponder just why I am the only
near perfect individual left. But
remem bet; I am a common man,
not an egoist
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OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
COMMUNITY SERVICE
OFF CAMPUS
LOCAL HOSPITALS, COMMUNITY

CENTERS AND SCHOOLS

offers coeducational master's degree programs in:
Physical Therapy
• Problem-based learning curriculum integrating dinical arts
and sciences of physical therapy
• Eight months of off-site clinical training
Oc:cupational Therapy
• Cutting-edge assistiVe technology equipment
• Extensive observational and hands-on fieldwort training
experiences

Physician Assistant Studies
• 100% problem-based learning teaching format
• 10 six-week clinicals based in a variety of settings
TeiKhing
• Offerings indude teacher certification and Master of Arts
In Teaching in elementary edU<ation and secondary
education 1n biology, chemistry, EngUsh, mathematics
& comprehensive social studies
• Assistantships and program completion in 12 months
for ful-time students
Appllatlocu available NOW! Deadlines beglmlng January lS, 1998.
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TO CHECK ELIGIBILITY
CONTACT THE
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LOVVERLEVELOFTHEAD
BUILDING, ROOM 25
**RATE OF PAY- ABOVE MINIMUM
WAGE**
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Chatham College
Pittslugh, Pennsyfvlnia
800-837-1290 Of 412-365-1290

admissionSOchatham.edu
www.chatham.edu
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Commentary by Sara E Buss

Making the grade
may not matter

·c

a

1!:

t

each person apart. In actuality, the tremendous stress tha.t most
students put themselves through when studying (or flnals in
order [or a grade is not only unhealthy. but may not be of the
utmost importance in future choices

Mandator.rvolunteering?

1

It is the john Carroll mission to be "men and women for
others.· Between the Centerfor Community Service and Cam pus
Ministry, the Carroll community offers a wide variety of opportunities for students to fulfill this mission through volunteerism..
The act of getting students involved in community service has
never required "pulling teeth." Most Carroll students wholeheartedly give of themselves and their time when service activities are presented on campus. lt would seem unnecessary for
administration to require the stUdent body to participate in
community service in order to graduate. Yet, this could possibly
become a reality
Is the act of essentially demanding community service of
students defeating the purpose of serving others? It would seem
the act of volunteering would be done with the expectation of
nothing in return. While some Freshman Seminar students are
required to complete a certain number of service hours, this
should not be something imposed upon the entire student body.
Although it may be good to introduce new students to service,
volunteerism later in the college career should be a choice made
by each individuaL
Si nee volunteer opportunities are obviously accessi hie on the
john Carroll campus, there should be no need for it to be made
mandatory. Allowing students to get involved with volunteering
on their own ensures that they are doing so for rhe right reasons,
not just for a grade or credit. The intentions of individuals who
are forced to do anything are usually half -hearted, and this
would be nodifferem with mandatory community service. The
tdea of students volunteering be au.se they "have to" instead of
because they want to just seems wrong and most certamlyagamst
the john Car roll mission statement.
Although one should not have to be rewarded for volunteering. efforts should not go unnoticed. john Carroll offers a community service course which gives credtt to students for volunteering, but additional academic opponuntties for community
service would likely produce genuine mcentwe for students. As
well as offenng more communuy service courses, the Center for
Community Service and Campus Mtnistry could offer small
amounts of credit for outstandtng student volunteerism. That
way students with the desire to be "men and women for others"
can do so of their own free will.

HITS &

HIT: This Saturday's Christmas Carroll Evening. miss: Entering
into your e-mail, being elated that you have a message, but then
having your happiness shattered upon discovering it is just an allstudent e-mail. HIT /miss: Those five peaceful mornings over
break ... but doesn't the alarm clock just sound a little louder now?
HIT: The traffic lights on Belvoir being turned off over break. Who
ever said that JCU doesn't have influence in University Heights?

Staff Commentary

The Jenny Jones
experience
•

I've always admired thQS!! claiD ~o2le who had the
courage to stand up in the audience of high quality programs like Ricki Lake and jerry Springer to say "You go
girl," or "Talk to the hand."
Well last month I moved from being just a distant admirer of those
American heroes and became one.
On a trip tO Chicago over Halloween, l found myself in one of those
invaluable seats at the set of one of
America's greatest broadcasting institutions: The Jenny Jones Show. As just
one of the 100 lucky ticket holders, l
landed one of the honest seats in the
Denise Glaros
studio: third-rowaisleseat, whatJenny
NEWS mn-oR
and !like to call, "the high traffic area."
Shuddering with nervousness about this once in a lifetime and history in the making event,! knew that this was
my chance to obtain the coveted prize every American is
ensured. I was going to get my 15 minutes of fame .
Lucky for me, the guests weren't the oh-so-boring husband I wife makeovers or long-lost family reunions. Instead, l was blessed with the more trashy guests: middleaged mothers who party, drink, smoke, and share boyfriends with their teenage daughters.
I then reahzed that any one of those miniskirts would
be an easy target for criticism and after several vain attempts at gettingJenny's attention, she finally thrust the
microphone in my face.
Soon I heard myself blurting out "You have no selfconfidence" and "Act your age." But before I could even
finish my holier-than-thou criticisms, they fought back.
Yelling back "You wish you could look this good at our
age," 1was reduced to a verbal catfight in frant of millions
of viewers, supported by cheering audience members.
Being one of the only lively moments in theshow,Jenny
and her producers milked my 15 seconds of fame for all it
was worth. These 15 seconds felt like forever, until a commercial break came to my rescue and I was able to blend in
wtth the rest of the audience again.
My appearance was less than satisfying because playing the pawn of the television industry was not what I
expected. l didn't expect to become the center of entertainment. I didn't even receive a congratulatorycall from Prestclem Clinton the next day.
Instead I received phone calls from friends, family and
strangers, wanting to confirm that it was really me on
Jenny jones the fateful day the show aired. I explamed all
the deta iIs of my agonizing experience, fielding com mems
such as "I can't believe you did that."
1can't believe l did It either But what surpnses me even
more is that so many people watch The jenny Jones Show
and my dreams to become one of those idolized American
talk show heroes "was not all that and a bag of chtps."
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I met Julie m sevem h grade,
and for the most part, from that
time on we have been close
friends. So it shouldn't have come
as a big shock when I came home
from vacation this summer to
find a ring on her finger.
julie and Mark were practically engaged in high school.
Eve ry high school has a couple
like them, usually found next to
the "most likely to marry" heading in the yearbook.
I will be the first to admit that
1 was not overly excited that she
was getting married; I guess I just
thought she should spend some
time on her own before promising to love, honor and cherish
Mark for the rest of her life.
A few weeks ago as I procrastinated writing some paper, I decided tocallJulie,just to see how
things were going and to make
the usual plans to get together
over Thanksgiving break. Just as
l was about to get off the phone,
she said, ·'Oh, yeah, by the way, I
bought a wedding dress last
weekend."
I couldn't help it- I was traum<~tized. Then came the final
blow. It turned out the dress
would be ready over break,and in
a matter of minutes, I was committed to going to the bridal shop
with her
~om the
..---shock , I asked her to describe the
dress- huge mistake. After julie
talked for five minutes about fabrics and beading and pearls, I had
he most hideous image of the
ve to "ooh
dress
and ~ah" over at the s op at
weekend.
Since I wasn'tthinkingclearly
after the conversation, the
thought that I would have to try
on bridesmaid 's dresses never
crossed my mind. Julie didn 't
menu on this over the phone, because she realized I would have a
ner vo us breakdown if I knew.
Ba5ically,s he tricked me.
Friday morning of break came
too quickly, and I found myself
walking with Julie and another
friend into the local bridal shop.
Two bridal shop workers immediately descended upon us, usher ingJ ulie intoa n incredibly pink
dressing room.
When she emerged, J was reli eved. The dress looked nothing
like Julie's description , and she
looked gorgeous.
At that moment, I fully real ized that julie, my friend for almost 10 years, someone who was
my age, was really getting married . l hate to adm it it, but I got a
btr sennmenta l.
My emotional float down
memory lane was squashed by
bndal shop worker number two,
who turned to me and said, "Now
why don't we get you into some
dresses, dear"
This was not part of the deal.
Toea~ into the decision process.
we began by eliminating many
dress styles before even venturing to try anything on. The dress
had to have sleeves, couldn't be
ptnk, had to be "flowy" but
couldn't be too "poofy." What ever that means.
Julie handed me the first dress
which a Iready had approval frorr:
the matron of honor, and before I

knew it, I was lost 111 a whirlwind
of chiffon, satin and taffeta. lt was
pretty. even though it was the
wrong color and four feet too long.
No problem, I was told to "imagine
that it fits and it's royal blue."
1was content to settle with that
dress, but apparently that violates
some rule of shopping for
bridesmaid's dresses, so 1 suffered
through several more dresses that
equa II y did not fit and were not the
right size, color or style.
After satisfying her sadistic desire to torture me with dresses with
poofy sleeves, buttons and multilayered petticoats, we left the shop,
and l was able to breathe again.
Over lunch, we were able to
move to safer topics like where the
reception will be and what music
would play as julie walks up the
aisle.
But the dress experience added
an immediacy to the whole weddingsituation, which was probably
agoodthing.lneedtobeeasedimo
these major lifetime events, even
when I'm notdirectly involved,a nd
Julie knew this.
l never could have imagined
back in seventh grade that I would
be helpingplanjulie's wedding, and
to be honest, I'm still having a hard
time imagining it.
Luckily, I have umiljune 5,1999
to fully prepare myself to witness
what should be the happiest day in
her life.
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Random Rantings

Wedding Blues

Editorial opinion

As students return from a restful Thanksgiving break, the
impending research papers, tests and quizzes that loom ahead
most likelystrike fear into the heanof everycollegesrudent. For
the nexttwoweeks. the library will turn into a second home and
every spare moment will probably be spent in an open text book
in preparation for that oh so dreaded week of finals. So why do
all students find themselves participating in this universal stressout over studying? Well,for onesimplercason: they are trying to
make the grade. But , the grade that is actually made may not
really matter in the world outside of the realm of college.
Students at Carroll may soon find that their high GPA's will
not be taken seriously when applying to graduate school or
when attemptingtogetajob. Aside from the business school and
a few other disciplines, in the eyes of some, John Carroll in
general is too generous with their handingoutof "A's" and therefore the grade itsell has diminished. A
is now seemingly
viewed as below average and if the notion of being average was
actually restored to this grade, the effect that it would have on the
grade distribution would be amazing. Needless to say, high GPA's
would most likely not be a problem anymore.
While most Carroll students feel as though they work fonheir
grades and get what they rightly deserve the majority of the
time, there are still those classes which are notorious for being
the "easy 'Am courses. It is these same courses which are strongly
perpetuating grade inflation and while they disguise themselves
as optimum classes to en roll in at the present time, they may end
up only hurringstudents in the end. As more students enroll in
these courses and gracious! y receive"A's," the more of a joke the
John Carroll curriculum becomes.
While his not advisable to just rip up term papers or burn text
books in the midst of finals , one must also keep in mind the
reality behind grades. An "A "looks much better than a "D" no
matter what the distribution scale for grades is like. But, it is also
beneficial to consider that real eKperience and involvement in
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Commentary by Ed Klein
This is it. My big chance to
make you, myfellow mem hers
of the Carroll community
laugh, cry, even think a litde.
A lofty goal, to be sure, but
si nee I am attaining an education at The Jesuit University
in Cleveland, I can handle it
Oh dear God, what pressure,]
hope the elaborate john Carroll core curriculum has prepared me for this blissful opportunity.
Thisistoomuchforme.lf
you know me, you know how
l truly take pleasure in the
simpleaspectsoflife. Sunsets,
the innocent laugh of children,even a gentle rainfall, all
make me glad robe alive. I
certainly bear no bitterness
towards anyone or anything,
especially this University. I
am a common man, I only
hope I can provide you with
an uncommon touch of wit
and sarcasm for the remainder of this column.
Oh, the simple pleasures
that abound on this campus.
Let's be honest, the only
reason I write for the paper is
to see my name in print. I am
not narcissistic, l just like the
lookofm)'Ownname. Why
else would I care to deal with
honorable studenr leaders
constantly mocking this fine
piece of print medium, claiming that it should be printed

.Think you can gripe
better than Tom
O'Konowitz and Brian
Murphy?
Give it a try on The Carroll
News Forum page.
Call x1711.
For You. About you. By you.

Thinking about graduate school?

HATHAM CoLLEGE

on yellow paper to symbolize
yellow journalism.
If only the student leaders
recognized that 1 made them,
and therefore, lean break them.
If lever run out of things to
laugh at here at john Carroll!
can always go to the Student
Council meeting and witness
true ineptitude at work.
Nothing like a little red tape
to make my student representatives more efficient. Talk
about people who like hearing
the sound of their own voice.
Anyone want w make a motion?
If only in their multitude of
inane pieces of legislation, they
actually applied basic rules of
grammar.
Oh,buttheymeanwell. Iris
just too bad that they do not
actuallydoanything. Not true,
they are revising the elections
code. WOW! That is really
eKciting.
Now, the honorable chief
justice is going to want to have
me tried for libel,because I have
dragged our Student Council
through the mud. But time and
time again I say, if only they
actual! y did something.
They did get a filing cabinet, so apparently this student
administration Is more organized than past ones.
That can sometimes be
more than other departments

on this campus. One of my new
favorite activities is petitioning
totheDeanof ArtsandSciences'
off 1ce for a certain class to count
towards a certain area of the
fabulous and intricately developed core. !love running from
department to department to
talk to chairpersons and deans.
Iamformulatingsomeverylasting relationships with these
people. And !only havemyacademic advisor to thank for thal
john Carroll provides me
with a seemingly endless array
of enjoyable activities. For instance, try counting the number of admimstrators who use
the Flobee hair trimming device. Betcha get more than one_
For another fun activity.
watch Fr. Shea avoid everyone
everyday. Not many people get
to drive two hundred meters to
work, enter the Administration
Building from the back, and cut
across the hallway to his office.
Ah,safeatlastii oonder if security will ever tow his car?
Yes, simple pleasures are
rampantaroundhere.lexercise
my right to attend the Student
Council meeung, then I get to
write about it. Working in tandem with this fine institution, I
laugh, I cry, sometimes I even
ponder just why I am the only
near perfect individual left. But
remember,!amacommonman,
not an egoist.
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• Cutting-edge assistJVe technology equipment
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experiences
Physician Assistant Studies
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HELP WANTED
Excellent extra income now!
Envelope stuffing- $600- $800
every week. Free Details:
SASE to International Inc.,
1375 Coney Island Avenue,
Brooklyn, New York 11230.
Restaurant Staff Needed.
Upscale restaurant in Solon is
looking for reliable staff for
PT1FT hours as servers, bussers,
hosts,
and
bartenders.
Personality more important
than experience. Call 5421000.
Part-time help needed with
infants 1 or 2-6 PM. Day care
on Belvoir and Bluestone.
Please call Audree at 382-1802.
RPS is currently hiring package
handlers. Loading I unloading
packages in our warehouse on
Wilson Mills Road. Positions
are part-time Monday through
Friday, 20-25 hours per week.
Starting wage at $7.50 I hour.
$8.50 after 30 days. Please call
216-646-1556 to set up an
interview.
Share a smile with a child this
holiday season! The Hattie
rlham Foundation provides
community home care to
children and young adults with
mental
retardation
I
developmental disabilities
throughout NE Ohio. An
opportunity is available in
Shaker Heights to care for a 10year-old male. The hours for
this position are Tuesdays, 3:30
- 8:30 pm., and flexible
weekend shifts.
For
information, call Ms. Alloway,
1-800-551-2658.
Share a smile with a child this
holiday season! The Hattie
Larlham Foundation provides
community home care to
children and young adults with
mental
retardation
I
developmental disabilities
throughout NE Ohio. An
opportunity is available to care
for a 13-year-old young man
with cerebral palsy in the
Beachwood area. The hours
for this position are Sam- 8pm,
every day of the week. For
information, call Ms. Alloway,
1-800-551-2658.

Room and board in Avon. Must
have transportation. $200
biweekly stipend. Position
available immediately. Flexible
hours. Call and leave message.
Home 216-937-5451.
In-home child care provider
needed. 20-month-old bright
gregarious boy on Tuesdays
plus additional half-day.
Flexible. Spring semester.
$6.50 I hour. 10 minute walk
from JCU. Call Valerie. 9321017.
Steady, dependable child-care
needed for my preschooler in
my Shaker Hts. home, starting
January. Up to 15 hours/week.
Schedule negotiable but must
include MTW 11-1pm. Nonsmoker, own transportation
required. GOOD PAY. 7651043, Catherine.
Babysitter wanted. Need afterschool care for our two children
in our Shaker Hts. home. 3pm
- 6pm Mon. - Fri. Must have
automobile for local trips. $7.00
/ hour. Nosmokersplease. Call
752-8623 after 6pm.
Shaker couple seeks JCU
student with car for child care
in their home, M & W from
9am to noonforspringsemester:
Even-tempered 2 year-old. Call
Eric or Sara, 991-1608. E-mail:
ecorty@juno.com.
Care for 2 1/2 year old and 4month old in my Shaker Heights
home. Beginning mid-January:
Tuesday morning, Thursday
9am - 3pm, Friday morning,
and occasional weekends.
Willing to split hours/days
between
two
students.
Experience with infants and
toddlers a must.
Own
transportation
preferred.
References required. $7.00 an
hour. Call Beth at 991-4392.

FOR RENT

Sil lEKS NEF.IlED

For rent. One-half large brick
duplex (upstairs).
Two
bedroom plus den. One large
full bath. Living room, dining
room, kitchen with tile counters,
appliances, one half garage.
Hardwood floors. Walk to John
Carroll. Nice apartment.
Available immediately. $750
plus deposit. Call Kevan, 3973300
'

A loving family in need of livein caregiver for charming 2 year
old girl; 2nd child due Feb.

Shaker Heights- Warrensville
Center Road: Spacious 1 and 2
bdrm. Ceiling fans, mini-

Oassificd ~ OOSI $3.00 for the fir.;t wn words and $.20 for each additional word. To l'laoe a
da<.'!fied ad,n muSI ~typed or handwritten dearly and legibly and sent to or d~ olf al the
~I News offx:e Wtlh payment. aas.,ifled ads witlllOI run without pre-payment. aassfikd;
will !101 !>e taken over the phOne. 1lle dead! ine for classified ads i> noon of the Momay prior ;~

pubhcauon.

For AD Rates 8lld lntormadon
Bus111css: (216) 397-4398
Fax I Data: (216) 397-1729
General Info: (216) 397-1711
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blinds, heat, appliances, carpet/
wood floors, indoor garage. Call
216-752-5361.
Shaker Heights - Warrensville
Center Road: Luxury 1 & 2
bedroom suites. Indoor garage,
laundry room, new! y decorated.
Call 216-464-3300.
Shaker Heights - Van Aken:
Charming 2 bedroom apartment,
new! y decorated, carpeting,
ceiling fans, mini blinds,
appliances, indoor garage
included. From $565.00. Call
216-752-9921.
Cedar - Miramar: 1 & 2 bdrm.
suites. Ceiling fans, mini blinds,
ale, heat, fully carpeted, laundry
facilities, garage available. Call
216-464-3300.
Cleveland Heights - CedarTaylor: Newly remodeled
studio and 1 bedroom.
Carpeting, ceiling fan, mini
blinds, appliances, & parking.
From $365. Call216-932-7816.

ACROSS
1 Fizz
preceder
5 Small shot
8 Reindeer
herder.
possibly
12 Stromboli
spillover
13 Feed-bag
tidbit
14 "-ben
Adhem"
15 Computer
operator
16 Box -office
sign
17 Barbershop call
18 Watchbands
20Seckel,
e.g.
22 Children
26 During
29 Gettysburg
Address
word
30 Have
a bug
3 I Top-notch
32 E.T. 's craft
33 Erstwhile
Peruvian
34 Pantheon
member
35 Unclose,
in verse
36Cian

emblem
37 Very clean
40 Gave a
prompt
41 Footwear
boarder?
45 Daytime
TV en1ry
47 Bullring
bravo
49 Any minute now
50 Oppositionist
51 Drenched
52 Far
from the

treasure
53 Dandelion,
e.g.
54 50 Across •
vote
55 Kart.
neighbor

DOWN
I

As~t

2 Trailing
the pack
3 Finished
4 Allegorical tale

5 Dominee ring
6 Prevent
7 Like rushhour traffic
8 Islander's
porch
9 Not

normal
10 Curse
II Deposit
19 Master
of the
macabre
21 Freudian
concept
23 Bank
structures
24 Parasitic
insects
25 Bridge
coup
26 Comical
types
27 Prop in a
traineddog act
28 Mean
32 Vertically
33 "Rhinoceros"
playwright
35 Fine,
slangily
36 Lid for a
lad
38 Heart
specialist?
39 Devout
reverence
42 Gander
43 Toy store
44 Shavehaircut link
45 Wimessed
46 Indivisible
48 Meadow

Half-house upstairs. Two
bedrooms. One bath. Living I
dining room. Kitchen, laundry,
and garage. 3 minute walk to.
John Carroll . $600 I month.
$600
deposit.
Open
immediately. 561-4550.
Master bedroom/ bath in upscale
condo behind Beachwood place.
Kitchen, laundry, garage
available. 24 hr. security - pool
I tennis courts I walking/ jogging
trails. 292-0000.

MISCELLANEOUS
Roommate needed for spring
semester 1998. House is located
less than a mile from campus.
Rent is $240 I month. Great
company of three roommates.
If you or anyone you know is
interested, please call297 -0732.
Spring break trips - book now!
Rates increase December 15th.
Travel to Cancun and Jamaica
from $399 or South Padre and
Florida from $119.00. Call
Nichole
Gallagher,
representative, for leisure tours
at 216-381-3165.

Seized Cars from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's. Your area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext.A-15365
for current listings.

PERSONALS
Chris: hope you got your
Thanksgiving fill of sweet pie!
And we hope you have room
for more!
- Beth, Carla, & Nicole

Free Cash Grants! College.
Scholarships.
Business.
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. G15365.
Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! Ab olute best Spring
Break packages available!
Individuals,
student
organizations, or small groups
wanted!! Call Inter-Campus
Programs at 1-800-327-6013 or
http://www.icpt.com.

'Whoever that was. please
raise your hand before you
shout 'Yo! Teacher dude!'"

"It's a fax from your wife.
She'll be down in a minute."

